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Abstract
“Drawing on a Painted Canvas: Identity and Modernism in Fin-de-Siècle
Westphalia” uses an analysis of local visual culture to investigate the interaction of
confessional identity, provincial identity, and artistic modernism in nineteenth-century
German civil society. Specifically, I approach the research by observing communal
identity and its manifestation in not only the pursuits of a German regional art society
(which includes the 1907 creation of a provincial museum) but also the creation of a
distinct visual culture. With an analysis of local painting and architecture, I also study
the particular provincial response to German modernity by gauging the local citizens‟
perception of artistic modernism. This thesis concludes that “Catholics, like Westphalians
in general, appear neither anti-modern nor anti-nationalist, as their identities—like their
society, their museum, and their architecture—simply comprised a combination of
elements: Catholic and secular, traditional and modern, local and national.”
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Introduction
“Painting,” Pablo Picasso once said, “is just another way of keeping a diary.”1
Along with the expression of the artist, an artwork serves as a record for its collector, its
critic, its admirer, and even its context. The visual arts, consequently, transcend a mere
presentation of artistic styles and ideas by providing instruments for self-understanding,
whether in the creation of art or in the exchange between art and viewer.2 Particularly
throughout the Kaiserreich, Germans embraced visual art as a means to create an
identifiable German image, primarily accomplished by forging a local visual culture that
intended to simultaneously evoke local and national sentiment. As a result, local visual
culture in Germany records not only the aesthetic preferences of the citizens of a
particular province but also mirrors how these citizens viewed themselves and their
region in relation to the nascent German nation and its attempt for cultural consensus.3
Using an analysis of local visual culture, this thesis investigates the interaction of
confessional identity, provincial identity, and artistic modernism in German civil
society.4 The project is a case study of Münster‟s local art society between its founding in

1

Charles M. Joseph, Stravinsky and Balanchine: A Journey of Invention, (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 2002), 351.
2
By “visual art,” I literally mean art perceivable through sight, such as painting, architecture,
sculpture, and photography.
3
“Visual culture” is similar to “visual art” in that it is culture that is communicated visually, yet
“visual culture” goes a step further than “visual art.” I consider “visual culture” as defined by Irit Rogoff:
“Opening up the field of vision as an arena in which cultural meanings get constituted…anchors to it an
entire range of analyses and interpretations of the audio, the spatial, and of the psychic dynamics of
spectatorship. Thus visual culture opens up an entire world of intertextuality in which images, sounds and
spatial delineations are read on to and through one another, lending ever-accruing layers of meanings and
of subjective responses to each encounter we might have with…art works, buildings or urban
environments.” Irit Rogoff, “Studying Visual Culture,” in The Visual Culture Reader, edited by Nicholas
Mirzoeff, (New York: Routledge, 1998), 24.
4
“Confessional identity” denotes the religious affiliation of an individual. By “provincial
identity,” I mean the manner in which individuals considered themselves in relationship to their native or
inhabited province as well as to the German nation. For “modernism,” I use the definition given by
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1872 and the advent of the First World War in 1914. Münster is the Hauptstadt of
Westphalia, a Prussian province founded in 1816. The study observes Westphalian
identity through its manifestation in the pursuits of the regional art society and the
subsequent arrangement of a distinct visual culture, particularly in painting and
architecture. Specifically, I argue that in fin-de-siècle Münster plural identities—Catholic
and Protestant, traditional and modern, liberal and conservative, local and national—
interacted to form a unique communal identity, as reflected in the dialectical nature of
their local visual culture. The thesis contends that Westphalians used the visual arts to
help construct a peculiar portal of German modernity as well as of German nationalism
for locals. Furthermore, through an organic fusion of traditional art and modern art,
Westphalians fashioned an idiosyncratic modernism.
To show how secular civic activity integrated plural identities, the paper addresses
current historiography that tends to link the German liberal movement with German
modernism. Past studies focused frequently on the German provinces—for example the
Pfalz—that nourished a kind of Protestantism and liberalism antagonistic to Catholicism.5
In particular, the research rebuts Margaret Stieg Dalton‟s sweeping estimation that
Catholics countered the advent of modernism with a separate cultural movement, which
Jennifer Jenkins: “a set of artistic responses to modernization.” In this thesis, therefore, the term is directed
towards aesthetics, not politics. Jenkins, “Heimat Art, Modernism, Modernity,” in Localism, Landscape,
and the Ambiguities of Place: German-Speaking Central Europe, 1860-1930, edited by David Blackbourn
and James N. Retallack. German and European studies, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2007), 63.
5
Celia Applegate, A Nation of Provincials: The German Idea of Heimat, (Berkley: University of
California Press, 1990), 53. Suggestions of a coextensive relationship between modernism and liberalism
are also included in the following studies: Margaret Stieg Dalton, Catholicism, Popular Culture, and the
Arts in Germany, 1880-1933, (Notre Dame, Indiana: University of Notre Dame Press, 2005); Michael B.
Gross, The War Against Catholicism: Liberalism and the Anti-Catholic Imagination in Nineteenth-Century
Germany, (Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan Press, 2004); Jennifer Jenkins, Provincial Modernity:
Local Culture and Liberal Poltiics in Fin-de-Siecle Hamburg, (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2003);
and Beth Irwin Lewis, Art for All? The Collision of Modern Art and the Public in Late-Nineteenth-Century
Germany, (Princeton and Oxford: Princeton University Press, 2003).

3
sought to resist modernism by segregating Catholics from secular culture.6 This case
study of Münster offers a novel look at secular civil society in a predominantly Catholic
province and expands on Jonathon Sperber‟s 1984 argument that the unique political
progression in Westphalia provided for “a different kind of Catholicism.”7 The paper
necessitates a re-evaluation in popular historical understanding of the manner in which
Catholics, especially ultramontane Catholics, reacted to modernization and the growth of
secular civic activity. Arguing against the alleged status of modern movements like
artistic modernism as being solely liberal, the study supports Ute Olliges-Wieczorek‟s
contention that Catholics created an open rather than sealed milieu. The ultimate
conclusion is that German Catholics participated more in secular society in Imperial
Germany than historians previously thought.8
While historians generally agree that national unification produced an ambiguous
German identity, estimations diverge regarding how Germans compromised between
their regional identity and new national identity. My research draws on author Celia
Applegate‟s classification of Heimat, roughly translated “home” or “homeland,” as a
“modern imagining” and restructuring of the German hometown rather than the
hometown‟s authentic or traditional past.9 Contrary to Helmut Walser Smith‟s belief that
nationalists undermined provincial identity to assure unfettered support for the German
nation, Applegate argues that certain German cities and provinces cultivated a reciprocal

6

Dalton, Catholicism, Popular Culture, and the Arts in Germany,13.
Jonathon Sperber, Popular Catholicism in Nineteenth-Century Germany, (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1984), 10.
8
Ute Olliges-Wieczorek, Politisches Leben in Münster: Parteien und Vereine im Kaiserreich
(1871-1914), (Münster: Ardey Verlag, 1995), 18.
9
Applegate, A Nation of Provincials, 8.
7
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national and provincial identity.10 The study of Münster and the Westphalian province
illuminates further how Germans reconciled their regional identities with a growing
national consciousness and how they considered the Heimat a channel to the nation.
Similarly, Jennifer Jenkins describes artistic modernism as embedded in local
culture rather than as a universal aesthetic response to modernization.11 For Jenkins,
Heimatkunst (homeland art) was a form of “organic modernism,” a reaction to and means
of coping with modernity, particularly when confronted with national unification.12
Ultimately, this research supports Jenkins‟ claim that modernist art was, in an important
way, dependent on local circumstances.
The thesis also addresses former historical interpretations of Heimatschutz as a
reactionary movement. This misreading resulted from the Heimatschutz‟s history being
overshadowed by the twentieth-century version of the movement, often equated with
National Socialism and their attack of modern art movements in the 1920s and 1930s.13
Reincarnating the story of the Heimatschutz from the nineteenth-century, Celia
Applegate, William Rollins, and Thomas Lekan asserted the involvement of the

10

Helmut Walser Smith, German Nationalism and Religious Conflict: Culture, Ideology, Politics,
1870-1914, (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1995), 9.
11
Jenkins, “Heimat Art,” 63. Applegate also suggests that modernization developed
asymmetrically in Germany, as does Andreas Huyssen and David Bathrick in Modernity and the Text:
Revisions of German Modernism, (New York: Columbia University Press, 1989).
12
Jenkins, “Heimat Art,” 71. Other works which counter the notion of Heimat as necessarily antimodern include: Abigail Green, Fatherlands: State-Building and Nationhood in Nineteenth-Century
Germany, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001); Alon Confino, The Nation as a Local
Metaphor: Württemberg, Imperial Germany, and National Memory, 1871-1918, (Chapel Hill: The
University of North Carolina Press, 1997); and Karlheinz Rossbacher, Heimatkunstbewegung und
Heimatroman: zu e. Literatursoziologie d. Jahrhundertwende. Literaturwissenschaft-Gesellschaftswissenschaft, 13, (Stuttgart: Klett, 1975).
13
This vilification of the Heimatschutz is seen, for example, in Ina-Maria Greverus‟s work
“Denkmalräume oder Lebensräume?” in Auf der Suche nach Heimat (Munich: C.H. Beck, 1979) as well as
Richard Hamann and Jost Hermand‟s Stilkunst um 1900 (Frankfurt a.M.: Fischer Taschenbuch Verlag,
1977).
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Heimatschutz in helping to sculpt modernity, and the case study of Münster advances the
current trend in historiography that labels the Heimatschutz as a modern aesthetic
movement.14
Chapter One of the thesis examines the activity of the Westfälischen ProvinzialVerein für Wissenschaft und Kunst (Westphalian Provincial Society for Science and Art).
Through an analysis of the membership, mechanics, and productions of the society, the
study demonstrates the attempt of Westphalians to curb confessional differences through
collaborations in associational life. As a result of this conciliation between Protestants
and Catholics, and liberals and conservatives, they formulated a complex communal
identity compatible with variable cultural and political identities. Their communal
identity rested in their joint efforts to create a culture specific to Westphalia—whether
with local monuments, art schools and exhibitions, or literary works. Essentially,
members of the Provinzial-Verein meant to embed their province in the German nation
and thereby use civic associations and cultural developments to transpose their local
identity to a national identity.
Chapter Two investigates the two most prominent outgrowths of the ProvinzialVerein: the Landesmuseum für Kunst und Kulturgeschichte (Provincial Museum for Art
and Cultural History) and the Kommission für Heimatschutz (Committee for Homeland
Protection). Developers of the Landesmuseum aspired to shape historical understanding
and encourage Bildung (“self-formation” or “cultivation”) among the province‟s
14

Applegate, A Nation of Provincials; William H. Rollins, A Greener Vision of Home: Cultural
Politics and Environmental Reform in the German Heimatschutz Movement, 1904-1918, (Ann Arbor: The
University of Michigan Press, 1997); and Thomas Lekan, Imagining the Nation in Nature: Landscape
Preservation and German Identity, 1885-1945, (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press,
2004).
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citizens.15 The Landesmuseum was also meant to be a local venue for creating nationalist
sentiment. Both the architecture and collection of the museum reflected the plurality of
local tastes and ideas of visual art and, in turn, mimics the distinct ability of Westphalians
to naturally incorporate multifarious mediums for identity.
The Heimatschutz project in Münster endeavored to counter historical eclecticism
characteristic of nineteenth-century German architecture and preserve the singularity of
Westphalia‟s natural and built landscape. They wanted to promote “ewigen
Architekturgesetze” (“eternal architectural laws”), which assumed underlying aesthetic
principles while still allowing for variable and idiomatic styles of eras.16 Concurrently,
they championed “lebendigen Kunst” (“living art”) and thus promoted modern
achievements in the hope of cultivating a culture indicative of their own Zeitgeist.17
Together, the Landesmuseum and the Heimatschutz in Münster readdresses the
relationship of late nineteenth-century German Catholics and secular aesthetic trends, and
the chapter uncovers a sometimes congenial rather than exclusively antagonistic
connection between the two.

15

James J. Sheehan, Museums in the German Art World: From the End of the Old Regime to the
Rise of Modernism, (New York: Oxford University Press, 2000); Perry Myers, The Double-Edged Sword:
The Cult of Bildung, Its Downfall and Reconstitution in Fin-De-Siècle Germany (Rudolf Steiner and Max
Weber), German linguistic and cultural studies, V 11, (Oxford: Peter Lang, 2004).
16
Westfälischer Provinzialverein für Wissenschaft und Kunst. Jahresbericht des Westfälischen
Provinzial-Vereins für Wissenschaft und Kunst. 52 volumes (Münster: Im Selbstverlage des Vereins),
“Heimatschutz in Westfalen” Vortrag des Freiherrn v. Kerkerink-Borg, 1909/1910, XLVIII; Smith, Adam
T. The Political Landscape: Constellations of Authority in Early Complex Polities. Berkley, California:
University of California Press, 2003), 29: Smith‟s work “examine[s] the links between space, time, and
political authority in order to demonstrate that it is impossible to describe political authorities independent
of the landscapes they created.” I intend to also apply his model to the efforts of cultural authorities. Also
supplementing the theoretical framework of this topic: Bendict Anderson,. Imagined Communities:
Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism, (London, 1983).
17
Hermann Schmitz, Münster, (Leipzig: E.A. Seemann, 1911), 219.
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Adam T. Smith contends, “Within a holistic vision of social space, landscapes can
be understood as central elements in social production and reproduction.”18 Studying
organizations like the Provinzial-Verein, the Landesmuseum, and the Kommission für
Heimatschutz is to simultaneously investigate the way in which Germans socially
constructed the landscapes—whether cultural or political, built or natural—of their
Heimat. By taking part in the Heimatschutz movement, Catholics in Münster helped in
the creation of a temporal and spatial context for local society that, in this case, embraced
modern advancement and secular, Heimat culture. A study that links Catholics so firmly
to a modern movement is provocative in that it necessitates historians‟ reevaluation of the
Catholic position within the plurality of German modernities.
My main source is the yearly reports on the Provinzial-Verein published from
1872 to 1934.19 Included in the reports are lectures from local and visiting scholars,
updates on local artistic and scientific endeavors, logs of memberships and members‟
professions, receipts for funding and endorsements, and accounts of civic activity in
Münster. I examine the available biographies of the society‟s members, of Westphalians
involved in other aspects of civic activity like the Provinziallandtag (Provincial
Parliament) and the Westfälischen Kunstverein (Art Society), and artists associated with
the Landesmuseum and Heimatschutz. In addition, the Landesmuseum‟s 1912 inventory
of the art collection offered profitable information on artists and artworks alongside
books written about the museum by contemporary Provinzial-Verein members and local

18

Smith, The Political Landscape, 25.
Westfälischer Provinzialverein für Wissenschaft und Kunst, Jahresbericht des Westfälischen
Provinzial-Vereins für Wissenschaft und Kunst. 52 volumes, (Münster i Westf: Im Selbstverlage des
Vereins, 1872-1934).
19

8
historians, accounts of and articles on art exhibitions, an autobiography composed by the
museum‟s second director, and letters exchanged between museum and society directors
and significant modern artists. Finally, I consider articles and books from the period on
Münster‟s city plan and Westphalian architecture.

9
Chapter 1: Westfälischen Provinzial-Verein für Wissenschaft und Kunst
By the latter portion of the nineteenth century, Germans referred to the profusion
of civic associations as a “Vereinswut” (“association mania”).20 This chapter analyzes
one example of this Vereinswut: the Westfälischen Provinzial-Verein für Wissenschaft
und Kunst (Westphalian Provincial Society for Science and Art) located in Münster,
Germany. The motivations, operations, and cultural projects of this new provincial
association show how Westphalians allowed for the integration of plural identities in
local civil society. To demonstrate this, the chapter is divided into three sections. Part
One features the construction of the Westphalian association. Part Two shows how
liberal Protestants and conservative Catholics cooperated within secular society by
shelving their respective confessional differences. And lastly, Part Three reveals the ways
in which members of the Provinzial-Verein negotiated their local and national identities
in reaction to German unification.
In the seventy years prior to the union of the dynastic states, Germans witnessed a
growing gulf between the Catholic Church and the liberal Protestants. These differences
reached the boiling point upon national unification. In 1871, Protestants and liberals
launched the Kulturkampf (cultural wars) in an attempt to quell the social and political
influence preserved by the Catholic Church in Germany. Liberals hoped the Kulturkampf
would result in modern advancement and reason, especially in terms of science and
scholarship. Set against these notions of rational knowledge and secular cultivation, the

20

Stefan-Ludwig Hoffmann, “Democracy and Associations in the Long Nineteenth Century:
Toward a Transnational Perspective,” The Journal of Modern History 75 (Chicago: The University of
Chicago Press, June 2003, pp 269-299), 286.
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traditional Catholic religion seemed increasingly passé.21 The Kulturkampf, according to
local Westphalians, assumed a unique character and a sharper conflict in Westphalia than
in any other German province.22
On the doorstep of German unification, poet Heinrich Hart articulated his
impression of Münster: “The church formed the center of all private and public life.
From it goes all stimulation and excitement, all which life enhances, refines, lightens,
from all light and consecration, and all life flows in it.”23 Hart‟s description of the city
accurately represents the almost purely Catholic population housed in Münster during the
nineteenth century. In 1802, when Prussia stationed members of its military and
government in Münster, the local Protestant community expanded. By 1816, after the
formal establishment of the Province of Westphalia, 3.7 percent of the residents in
Münster were Protestant, while still 95.8 percent were Catholic. Over the course of the
nineteenth century, Catholics maintained an overwhelming majority in Münster, and in
1910, Catholics still totaled nearly eighty-two percent of the city‟s population.24
The Kulturkampf in Münster pitted liberalism against a specific type of
Catholicism: Ultramontanism. Liberals in favor of national unification and German
sovereignty became suspicious of ultramontane Catholics, who were charged with
21

Ute Olliges-Wieczorek, Politisches Leben in Münster: Parteien und Vereine im Kaiserreich
(1871-1914) (Münster: Ardey Verlag, 1995), 215-218; and Michael B. Gross, The War Against
Catholicism: Liberalism and the Anti-Catholic Imagination in Nineteenth-Century Germany (Ann Arbor:
The University of Michigan Press, 2004), 1, 301.
22
Ludwig Ficker, Der Kulturkampf in Münster, (Münster: Verlag der Aschendorffschen
Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1928), 75; Olliges-Wieczorek (Pg 193) also cites Ficker for the same statement that
Westphalia‟s experience of the Kulturkampf was particularly intense. Later in the study, OlligesWieczorek also notes, “Die zentrale Rolle, die der Kulturkampf in Münster spielte, kann nicht weiter
überraschen, denn in Münster kam er in weitaus stärkerem Ausmaß zum Tragen als in anderen deutschen
Städten…”(345).
23
Gründer, Horst, “‟Kreig bis auf‟s Messer‟-Kirche, Kirchenvolk, und Kulturkampf (1872-1887),”
Geschichte der Stadt Münster, vol 2 (Münster: 1993), 132.
24
Olliges-Wieczorek, Politisches Leben in Münster,25.
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loyalties to the Roman Catholic Church rather than the German nation. Many
contemporaries even referred to Münster as the “Nordic Rome.”25 Liberals also accused
ultramontane Catholics of holding problematic beliefs, including authoritarianism,
religious fanaticism, economic romanticism, antifeminism, and antidemocratic political
beliefs.26 The ultramontane Catholics rebuffed these judgments. One Catholic wrote,
“We too are German in word and deed, we are true to Kaiser and Reich, we think and feel
German. We do not have to betray our religion in order to be patriots.”27
The Kulturkampf went beyond a matter of the liberal movement allied with the
Prussian Protestant state versus the conservative Catholic Church. Visions for the
development of the German nation-state were also at stake. Since the era of the
Aufklärung (Enlightenment) in the eighteenth century, Germans had lamented their
unsystematic intellectual heritage and their disjointed cultural customs. In 1767, Johann
Gottfried Herder explained, “We are laboring in Germany in a situation that is similar to
the famous confusion of languages in Babylon: sects of taste, parties of poetry, schools of
philosophy all squabble with one another.”28 Similarly, early nineteenth-century Germans
questioned, as Ernst Arndt‟s lyrics conveyed, “What is the German fatherland?”29

25

Gründer, „Kreig bis auf‟s Messer,‟132.
Ibid.; Gründer, ‟Kreig bis auf‟s Messer,‟131; and Margaret Stieg Dalton, Catholicism, Popular
Culture, and the Arts in Germany, 1880-1933 (Notre Dame, Indiana: University of Notre Dame Press,
2005), 22.
27
Helmut Walser Smith, German Nationalism and Religious Conflict: Culture, Ideology, Politics,
1870-1914, (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1995), 63, 46: Notably, Smith even
explains that Ultramontanism, which surfaced during the 1830s, apparently “accelerated dramatically
during the Kulturkampf” rather than deteriorating due to the criticism being waged against the group.
28
Robert E. Norton, Herder’s Aesthetics and the European Enlightenment, (Ithaca: Cornell
University Press, 1991), 3.
29
Alon Confino, The Nation as a Local Metaphor: Württemberg, Imperial Germany, and National
Memory, 1871-1918 (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1997), 27.
26
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In the same vein, liberals craved a national culture, in tandem with unification,
that was characterized by unanimity and progressiveness as well as emancipation from
foreign, non-German, influences. They argued that a harmonious culture provided for a
“coherent nation” and therefore should be buttressed—even if by enforcement—by the
state.30 In essence, liberals wanted a culture grounded in the Protestant values of
communal duty and individual effort. They also emphasized enlightened intellectual
reasoning, such as scientism and secularism. To facilitate national growth, German
liberals promoted knowledge of German art, German literature, and German scholarship
for cultural education, which they considered to be the cornerstone of national identity. 31
In a sense, Catholics‟ view of culture was quite similar to that of the liberals:
Catholics also considered culture significant to the shaping of the individual and the
community. Catholics, like liberals, believed culture to be the ideal educational tool.
Rather than advocating the cultural customs of the German nation, Catholics tended to
stress culture as an essential component of the Catholic tradition. Catholics used
religious arts—painting, sculpture, and even literature—to endorse and circulate their
cultural traditions. These cultural products were meant to laud their Church and God as
well as promote a sense of Catholic identity.32 By emphasizing an intricate relationship
between culture and identity, Catholics employed the same ideas and methods as liberals,
only within a more conservative tradition. Therefore, using culture to promote a certain

30

Gründer, „Kreig bis auf‟s Messer,‟132; and Smith, German Nationalism and Religious Conflict,

20.
31

Gründer, „Kreig bis auf‟s Messer,‟132-33; and Perry Myers, The Double-Edged Sword: The
Cult of Bildung, Its Downfall and Reconstitution in Fin-De-Siècle Germany (Rudolf Steiner and Max
Weber). German linguistic and cultural studies. V 11, (Oxford: Peter Lang, 2004), 13.
32
Dalton, Catholicism, Popular Culture, and the Arts in Germany, 8-9, 113-124.
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identity was not strictly liberal or Catholic. Esteeming culture for the sake of identity
formation was a general German phenomenon.
This German cultural tradition assimilated both the notions of liberal
progressivism and Catholic heritage in the unique German notion of Bildung (selfformation). In nineteenth-century Germany, the Bildungsideal joined education with
etiquette, taste, and spirituality. By embracing the intellect as well as the spirit, a gebildet
(cultivated) individual had the ability to benefit from both education and religion. By
offering cultural standards to peoples with different concerns and motives, Bildung
became an identity marker to Germans from an array of social, economic, and spiritual
backgrounds.33
With an emphasis on aesthetic, classical, and spiritual education, Bildung was
associated with both the development of the individual and, by extension, the formation
of civil society.34 To nurture Bildung and help construct civil society, Germans formed
civic associations. The use of associations swelled in nineteenth-century Germany,
partially due to eighteenth-century German Enlightenment thought. Immanuel Kant
regarded the innate impulse of human relations as “unsocial sociability,” understood as a

33

Myers, The Double-Edged Sword, 13-15, 19, 29-30; and Gross, The War Against Catholicism,

23.
34

Frank Trentmann, ed, Paradoxes of Civil Society: New Perspectives on Modern German and
British History, (New York: Berghahn Books, 2000), 24, 7: I agree with Frank Trentmann‟s definition of
“civil society.” He writes, “Rather than crystallizing into a single master definition, then, the modern
history of civil society is an unfolding dialogue between different imaginaries of the social. The dialogue
rests on a shared recognition that society has its own life with roots outside the state and a shared interest in
the mechanisms and values that make society work, not on any programmatic, let alone ideological,
agreement on its relationship to state and economy.” Notably, “civil society” is not to be confused with
Jürgen Habermas‟ public sphere. While civil societies help constitute a public sphere, the two are by no
means synonymous, because civil society strives to remain distinct from politics while politics is seemingly
embedded in the Habermasian public sphere.
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simultaneous need for seclusion and companionship.35 He also participated in an
Aristotelian philosophy that interlaced personal and communal rectitude. Kant‟s thinking
was a forerunner to nineteenth-century associationalism, or the Vereinswesen, and the
enthusiastic debates on the connection of social groups with Gemeinsinn (public spirit)
and Bürgertugend (civic virtue).36
Many Germans felt that civil society, by promoting refinement through
negotiation and shared ethics, surpassed both church and state in its ability to shape the
inner being of a person and, in turn, the person‟s social context. A pamphlet distributed
in Germany in 1859 explained the intentions of associational life:
To eliminate the divisions and rifts that the interests of states, religions,
estates, and other accidental relationships have created so that men can be
united once more through their common bonds and be governed according
to the law of reason. According to this law we are human beings and
nothing else.37
Thus civil society ostensibly leveled social, political, and religious classifications. In
practice, however, societies played the dual and paradoxical roles of tolerance and
intolerance, inclusion and exclusion, depending on the local milieu and whim of the
particular society‟s directors. Nevertheless, associations characteristically offered
members safe havens—within the confines of the organization—from the reality of
outside tensions and provided a setting for fostering and reinforcing new identities—be
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they national, religious, social, or gendered identities. As a result, associations
mushroomed in importance and abundance.38
While civil society stemmed from local communities, members engaged in a
national discourse about the connection of associational life to moral transmission and
civic conviviality. Not limited to German society, discourse concerning associations and
the associational vogue also reached most other European nations as well as the United
States. In associations, this universal quality converged with localized pursuits.
Consequently, the provincial organizations unleashed “locally embedded identities and
thereby made it possible for people to imagine themselves as members of a larger
political community,” which unavoidably promoted the coextension of local and national
identity.39
In 1872, select Westphalian citizens developed their own local voluntary
association, one that joined together several local societies in to one umbrella
organization. What were the Westphalians‟ specific motivations for designing this new
civil society? Were they trying to create a sanctuary from the reality of the Kulturkampf?
Or were the Westphalians simply promoting the German tradition of Bildung? Did they
want to highlight their own locality or engage in the building of a united German nation?
The investigation of this particular provincial association and the cultural projects that
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branched from its trunk helps to reveal the peculiar response of one German provincial
group to these national German concerns.40

Construction of the Westfälischen Provinzial-Verein
In 1872, “for the special utility and the honor of the province,” various existing
societies—the Verein für Geschichte und Altertumskunde (Society for History and
Antiquities), the Historischen Verein (Historical Society), and the St. Florentius-Verein—
in the Westphalian province combined to form the Westfälischen Provinzial-Verein für
Wissenschaft und Kunst (Westphalian Provincial-Society for Science and Art).41 Fearing
that a collective association potentially impeded the individual objectives of their
societies, several members of these previously separate associations expressed
apprehension over the union. Consequently, in the Provinzial-Verein‟s original statute,
the new board of directors addressed these concerns and assured participants of their
intentions to conserve the unique characteristics and relative independence of the
previously established societies. By creating a general provincial society, the founders
hoped only to support and strengthen the endeavors of each local society. Subservience
to one another and to the umbrella organization was required only in the promotion of the
cultural needs of the province. With the systematic arrangement and uniform direction of
the smaller societies in Westphalia, the Provinzial-Verein meant to enhance the
40
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province‟s art collection, in particular the products of Westphalia, as well as to advance
the research and application of science and art.42
The dual focus of science and art within one civil society was congruent with the
German intellectual tradition. Herder set the precedent for the relationship of art and
science in his fourth work Kritisches Wäldchen (Critical Grove) in 1769. Aesthetics,
Herder explains, was “the newest among the abstract sciences.”43 He rooted his
analytical theory of aesthetics in a more philosophical rendition of Isaac Newton‟s
standard of scientific experimentation. Herder studied art in two steps: first through the
empirical investigation of ontological proprieties and second through the understanding
of the epistemic modal. Only after this complete empirical and philosophical dismantling
of the object did Herder believe that a legitimate, sophisticated understanding of
aesthetics could be reached. Therefore, the pursuit of artistic knowledge fed into that of
scientific knowledge. This coalescing of art and science revealed how the ProvinzialVerein, whether consciously or unconsciously, was embedded in German cultural
tradition.44
To enhance their scientific and artistic efforts, the Provinzial-Verein aimed to
increase membership and extend the society‟s influence in Westphalia. The board of
directors worked continuously to insert additional sections into the society. Between
1872 and 1874, the society created sections for zoology, botany, gardening, industry and
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business, and bird protection together with mathematics, physics, and chemistry.45
Additionally, the Provinzial-Verein added two more local associations. The Münster
Kunstgenossenschaft (Münster‟s Artists‟ Cooperative) joined in 1874, and the MusikVerein (Music Society) enrolled in 1882.46
While the operational headquarters of the society was located in the province‟s
central city, Münster, citizens throughout the Westphalian region became members. The
initial membership amounted to 1,571 Westphalians (441 Münster residents) and was
comprised of men; women were allowed into the society as early as 1874, only two years
after the society was founded.47 The society, however, was not entirely open. Implicit
and explicit restrictions were placed on admittance. First, the members worked in a wide
variety of professions, shared comparatively similar social and economic statuses, and
maintained diverse confessional beliefs like Judaism, Catholicism, and Protestantism.
Although naturally including intellectuals and artists, the group primarily consisted of
men with occupations unrelated to academic and aesthetic vocations. The membership of
non-academics demonstrates the concern these bourgeois Münsteran placed on
educational and cultural advancement (Table 1). Members from other parts of
Westphalia exhibited similar sociocultural qualities as those from Münster; also
interesting, princes and other aristocrats from areas like Anholt, Burgsteinfurt, and
Wittegenstein participated in the society.
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Table 1:Occupational Background of the Members from Münster in the 1872
Provinzial-Verein48
Profession
Number of Members
Accountant

9

Artist

17

Business Owner

8

Catholic cleric

11

Church Professional

3

City/Government Professional

113

Court Official/Lawyer

24

Land Owner

8

Manufacturer

8

Medical Professional

21

Military Officer

22

Professor/University Lecturer

25

Salesman

9

School Teacher/Director

36

Scientist (Chemist)

1

Retiree

8

Skilled Craftsman

25

Tradesman/Businessman

72

Other

21

48
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In addition, members had in common an educational level; a certain level of
erudition was expected in order for a member to sophisticatedly contribute to discussions
and projects. These factors implicitly excluded local citizens from working or lower
class backgrounds. Second and more explicitly, interested residents had to first receive a
majority of assenting votes from the board of directors. The Provinzial-Verein then
required an entry fee along with annual dues, and the membership card was renewed per
annum with proper payments to the society.49 Therefore, membership was tacitly limited
to the financially secure, well-connected portion of Münster‟s population.
Nevertheless, the Provinzial-Verein asserted that the striving of the society was
the striving for the masses.50 The society hoped to culturally educate the breadth of the
German public through assorted venues—especially art collections, literature, and
lectures. Wanting to make art collections more accessible to the general masses, the
Provinzial-Verein‟s ultimate goal was to erect a public museum for the Westphalian
province.51 Likewise, the purpose of literary publication was to circulate cultural
information among both scholars and laymen. Typically given by German academic
intellectuals, seasonal lectures presented by the society assumed two modes: private
discussion and public forums. Private lectures were meant only for members of the
respective society, whether including the Provinzial-Verein as a whole or only a specific
section like the St. Florentius-Verein. The general lecture forum permitted attendance
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from the wider public and encouraged critical and stimulating discussion on the topic at
hand.52
At the apex of German national unification, the construction and stabilization of a
new society provoked concerns over not only internal social organization but also
religious and cultural orientation. Including both non-Catholics and Catholics in one
association was complex, especially if the Kulturkampf obliged frank religious
identification. The problem, perhaps, lay more on the side of the Catholic participants,
because Catholicism required a person to adhere to at least the basic philosophies of the
Catholic religion. If an individual‟s opinion dissented from that of the Church, a decision
had to be made between the view and the faith. In the case of a conflict, many Catholics
deferred to the position of the Church, because to hold a contradictory position “was to
cease to be Catholic.”53 But what if the Catholic Church not only allowed but also
favored a Catholic‟s integration into German national culture and, in this case, an openly
secular association?
The Role of Confessional Identity in the Westfälischen Provinzial-Verein54
Urbanization, secularization, and industrialization—all of these facets of
modernization affected Catholicism and provoked prominent dissimilarities in the
interests of its congregation, especially regarding economic matters. As a result, the
Catholics branched off into several social milieus with diverging political interests.
Partially to alleviate the strain that deviating personal concerns put on Catholic accord,
52
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Catholics helped found the Zentrumspartei (Center Party), which gained its success by
balancing these heterogeneous interests. Setting up a division in Westphalia in 1864, the
Zentrumspartei became a political stronghold in the province, attributable to the area‟s
Catholic majority, and was sturdily established in the German Reichstag by 1871.55
To aid their local political monopoly, the Zentrum formed political committees.
The political committees, however, only met on the occasion of impending elections, so
the party needed alternative opportunities to attract local support and concrete their
organization. They solved this problem by actively supporting Catholic societies. The
societies, unlike the committees, assembled regularly and offered the party an
opportunity to reaffirm its existence and ongoing political influence in the Catholic scene.
Therefore, Catholic societies functioned not only in private society but also within the
public sphere, even if only tacitly.56
Because Catholics endured disparagement and confrontation during the
Kulturkampf, their social organizations often developed into exclusive, closely-knit
communities that provided a relative sanctuary for their beliefs and traditional culture.
Cultural societies were crucial to the development of individual and group identity during
the nineteenth-century, and by joining an explicit Catholic organization, citizens publicly
distinguished themselves as Catholic and endorsed the Catholic faith and culture.
Through these types of cultural societies, Catholics built a “Catholic cultural
movement.”57 This movement supposedly took a “defensive” stance towards the advent
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of modern culture and proposed to “immunize Catholics from the dreaded diseases of
modernism and to isolate them from the surrounding culture.”58
Nevertheless, questions abounded as to whether these Catholic societies were
intrinsically an anti-modern or a modern development. On the one hand, the societies
stood in firm opposition to modernization and modern culture, especially its connection
to secularism, individualism, and materialism. They were meant to exemplify the ideal
nature of Catholic civic activity and thus aimed to remain distant from and offer an
alternative to secular society. At the same time, the societies presented Catholics with
opportunities to engage in pluralistic actions and democratic procedures.59 Therefore, to
consider Catholic societies as solely anti-modern would be a misunderstanding of the
operation and structure of the Catholic associations.
Catholics from Münster and in the surrounding areas of Westphalia did partake in
a variety of Catholic societies founded in the province—for example, Gesellschaft
Eintracht, Volksverein für das katholische Deutschland (Folk Society for the Catholic
Germany), and the Katholischen Arbeitervereinen (Catholic Workers Societies).60 Yet
they also actively participated in the affairs of local secular organizations. If civil
societies helped define the identity of a person in the nineteenth century and cultural
tendencies were often expressed synonymously with political beliefs, why would the
Westphalian Catholics associate themselves with a secular civic activity?
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The first explanation is an economic one: the Zentrum‟s sway eventually waned
as a result of the growth in the number of Catholics concerned with economic affairs and,
likewise, the inability of the party to efficiently organize the various economic interest
groups.61 Secondly, as the Kulturkampf raged further through the 1870s and into the
1880s, perhaps the citizens of Westphalia feared the lasting effect these persecutions
could have on the community. This apprehension is evident in the records of Münster‟s
Chamber of Commerce in 1881, which states that “the government in the previous
manner had obtained only the one result, to grow away from the hearts of the Catholics,
and that, continuing longer in this manner will enlarge the amiss.”62 Lastly, if the society
expressly distanced itself from both politics and religion, maybe members were exempt
from being seen as turncoats to their own faith and culture.
The Provinzial-Verein clearly stated at the beginning of its 1872 Statut, a proposal
legitimatizing the organization through the approval of the German national government,
that the society aspired to remain separate from any political biases or propensities.63 In
an area like Westphalia that considered its religious and political affiliations to be
inherently interlaced, this assertion proved particularly relevant. Creating a society
disconnected from political attachments allowed it to function outside of confessional
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allegiances. The Protestant liberals and Catholics therefore were able to collaborate in
their venture of a Provinzial-Verein in Westphalia.64
Rather than remaining distant from secular civic society, Catholics in Westphalia
not only joined the Provinzial-Verein but also helped found and lead the local
organization.65 In the records of the society‟s general membership, theologians, priests,
and even bishops turn up among the professions listed. Of the initial eighteen-selected
board of directors, only eleven men have confirmed confessional identities. Six directors
were Catholic, as was one of the Provinzial-Verein‟s founders and Westphalia‟s
Oberpräsident, Friedrich Christian Hubert von Kühlwetter. Three other board members,
whose personal confessional affiliations are unconfirmed, had known Catholic family
members. This leaves certain only two Protestants as members of the original board of
directors.66
The story of Oberpräsident von Kühlwetter, in particular, embodies the character
of the Kulturkampf in Münster as well as the precarious condition of confessional identity
in the Provinzial-Verein. An efficient, experienced administrator whose political career
reached back to the 1848 Revolutions, von Kühlwetter seemed to ally his political
philosophy with whatever view proved most popular at the time. In 1848, he disagreed
with the liberal riots and wanted to send the Prussian military to quell the demonstrators
in the streets of Berlin. In contrast, his appointment as Westphalian Oberpräsident on
June 2, 1871, paralleled the advent of the Kulturkampf, and his political convictions
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appeared quite the opposite from his 1848 actions. Rather than attacking the devotees of
liberalism, he turned his attention to the most unpopular group of Catholics, the
Ultramontanes. That von Kühlwetter began referring to himself as the “sworn enemy of
the Jesuit Ultramontanes” seems incongruous, since he actually subscribed to
Catholicism.67 His persecution of the ultramontane Catholics during the Kulturkampf
likely reflects an attempt to create a scapegoat so that he, also a Catholic, could protect
his own position within the new German government.
Von Kühlwetter became one of the most notorious protagonists of the
Kulturkampf in not only Münster but also in all of Prussia. Ludwig Ficker, a Catholic
historian and city councilman in Münster during the Kulturkampf, argues that, if one
lined up the advocates of the Kulturkampf, von Kühlwetter would lead the group, and
whether candidly or not, the Oberpräsident devoted most of his energy to the cultural
wars.68 Accordingly, von Kühlwetter made use of the Kulturkampf as a means to achieve
his two primary objectives. First, he planned to convert the Westphalian population into
a culturally and politically homogenous union of residents. After he standardized the
resident base, he hoped to organically integrate the Westphalian province into the greater
German nation.69
To accomplish these goals, von Kühlwetter set out in February of 1872 a dictate
that placed the religious movements in each Westphalian district under political
surveillance, and the reports were immediately given to the Oberpräsident. Soon, he
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began to blame the Westphalian nobility, a class compromised of mainly conservative
Catholics, and the Catholic clergy for igniting the Kulturkampf. He then used this
purported provocation to justify his close management and castigation of the local clergy.
These actions made him fiercely unpopular in the province. Furthermore, von
Kühlwetter implemented the 1873 May Laws, governmental directives that placed the
Kulturkampf on a legal footing, with an exceptionally cutting quality. In 1875, von
Kühlwetter helped force the Bishop of the Münster Diocese, Johann Bernhard
Brinkmann, into exile, which fueled further discord between the Catholic Church and the
government in Westphalia. By the end of his career in 1882, von Kühlwetter had
orphaned forty percent of Catholic parishes in Westphalia, a striking figure compared to
the only seventeen percent of churches without priests in the rest of West Prussia.70
In order to keep Catholic activity in check, von Kühlwetter employed the local
police force to oversee the Catholic civil servants, the Catholic press, and the Catholic
social organizations. He considered the Catholic societies especially dubious and deemed
their assemblage, perhaps with some cause, as bastions of political opposition. Attending
to these associations throughout the 1870s, the Oberpräsident rarely permitted the
reinstatement of Catholic societies after their legal contracts expired and, in 1872,
hindered the development of several new Catholic societies. Therefore, his initiative in
that same year of the Provinzial-Verein für Wissenschaft und Kunst, distinguished as his
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“ausgesprochene Lieblingskind” (notable pet pupil), attests to his desire to mold a
uniform Westphalian population.71 By positioning the society outside of politics and
religion, von Kühlwetter appeared to use the Provinzial-Verein as his answer to both
overcoming local divides and to placate the appeals for a new cultural society. Of course,
his design of an umbrella organization that brought in various societies from around the
province begs the question of whether von Kühlwetter was also trying to secure complete
control of cultural activities in the area. Not to mention, government professionals from
all over Westphalia populated the Verein; for example, Bürgermeisters (mayors) in all of
the larger Westphalian towns and cities joined. The substantial number of government
officials suggests that enrollment, for them, was either obliged or coerced, and it further
calls into question the degree to which the society was apolitical.72
Corresponding to Oberpräsident von Kühlwetter‟s use of the Provinzial-Verein as
an instrument to pacify as well as homogenize Westphalians, overt displays of
confessional friction within the organization remained absent. Hints of the Kulturkampf,
however, inevitably surfaced upon closer examination of the inner workings of the
society. One initial suggestion of the effects of the Kulturkampf transpired with the
appointments of the first two presidents of the board of directors. In 1872, Von
Kühlwetter appointed Adolf Sydow as the society‟s first president. An evangelical
theologian and director of the Prussian Ministry of Education and Cultural Affairs in
1872, Sydow maintained a very public persona whose political and religious inclinations
were undoubtedly observable by Münster citizens. Contemporaries even labeled Sydow
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as the “right hand” of Adalbert Falk, a prominent Protestant liberal and Minister of
Educational and Religious Affairs known for backing the Kulturkampf.”73 Because his
stance in the Kulturkampf generated popular distrust, von Kühlwetter‟s selection of
Sydow was regarded with suspicion. Von Kühlwetter‟s suggestion of Eduard Delius, a
local Lutheran government official, as Sydow‟s successor was met with similar mistrust.
The Oberpräsident, as a consequence, triggered criticism from members who said he was
trying to tilt the society towards liberalism in spite of its claims to be an apolitical
organization. Notwithstanding von Kühlwetter‟s opinion, Theodor Scheffer-Boichorst, a
native Catholic from Münster, replaced Sydow as president of the board of directors in
1873 and smoothed any building tensions in the society. Scheffer-Boichorst proffered an
assurance to keep the society disconnected from the activities of the Kulturkampf. He
also explicitly vowed to “vigorously defend the independence of the society against the
Oberpräsident‟s longings to interfere.”74
Another trace of the Kulturkampf can be seen in the division of the membership
basis of particular sections of the Provinzial-Verein. While the social or confessional
ratios of other groups within the society showed no signs of the Kulturkampf, the
religious and the two historical sections exhibited curious enrollments. Catholics
comprised nearly the entire membership of the St. Florentius-Verein, which was
understandable since the society declared its chief aim to be “the mutual instruction of the
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questions, objects, and goals of Christian art.”75 Herr Architekt Nordhoff and Herr
Architekt Rincklake presented several lectures about Christian architecture for the St.
Florentius-Verein. Whether Nordhoff and Rincklake numbered among the members of
the St. Florentius-Verein remains unknown; however, both men did serve on the board of
directors for the Münster Kunstgenossenschaft, comprised of a fairly equal amount of
liberal and Catholic members.76 This interaction between the two sections suggests a
communication exchange between the Provinzial-Verein‟s groups, regardless of the fact
that one contained mostly Catholics and the other did not.
Similar to the St. Florentius-Verein, the Verein für Geschichte und
Altertumskunde, which devoted their efforts primarily to the history of the Westphalian
province, consisted of a majority Catholic membership. Also, the society often operated
under the sway of Catholic historians like Carl Junkmann, Adolf Cornelius, Ludwig
Ficker, and Johannes Janssen. The Catholic clergy even held leadership roles in the
Verein; in 1880, members appointed Domkapitular Tibus as director of the society.77
The Historischen Verein, on the other hand, focused more on general history and
drew in mostly Protestant Westphalians. Accordingly, this Verein also attracted members
of the liberal party. A study conducted by Hildegard Ditt shows that from the 154
members that entered the section between 1871 and 1880, 73 (47.4 percent) were from
the military, 37 (24.02 percent) were national officials, and 17 (11.03) were professors,
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teachers, or librarians. Nearly all of heads of the liberal party joined the society,
including Vice-President Eduard Delius, Lieutenant-Colonel Storp, Physician Dr.
Brüggemann, Professor Herman Landois, and Director Ferdinand von Noel.78
The membership division between Catholics and liberals in the two historical
societies, however, was a tendency rather than a rule. Stated in the Provinzial-Verein‟s
Statut, members had the right to choose which section to join as well as the opportunity
to simultaneously enroll in several different sections.79 One of the founding members of
the Provinzial-Verein, Professor Dr. Bernhard Niehues became a member of both
historical societies and served as director of the Historischen Verein from at least 1872
until 1886. Niehues, however, proved to be the anomalous member among the Protestant
liberal majority in the Historischen Verein; he was a staunch Catholic. Seen as such a
devout Catholic by contemporaries, Niehues was recognized by the Pope as a Cameriere
segreto di spada e cappa in 1905.80
Resembling the exchange of ideas between more religious and more secular
sections of the Provinzial-Verein, steadfast Catholics worked directly with liberals who
had been spurned by the Church; this interaction was visible in the relationship between
Niehues and Professor Hermann Landois. Landois, founder of the Provinzial-Verein‟s
branch of the Westfälischen Verein für Vogelschutz, Geflügel-, und Singvögelzucht as
well as the Westfälischen Zoologischen Garten, began his professional career as a
theologian but was considered a paradox by his contemporaries because he championed
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democratic politics and enlightened liberalism. Ultramontane Catholics as well as the
Catholic Church snubbed Landois, due to not only his political sentiments but also his
inability to synthesize his scientific and religious beliefs. His backing of scholar Charles
Darwin particularly troubled Catholics, and Landois eventually earned the description of
a “fallen away priest.”81
In spite of Landois‟ position with the Church, Niehues and Landois, as well as
Domkapitular Tibus, labored together within the Provinzial-Verein. The three men ran
the building commission for the new Westfälischen Naturhistorischen Museum
(Westphalian Natural History Museum) in 1886.82 They also helped to further the
compilation of the Naturhistorischen Museum, which displayed the collections of the
zoological, the bird protection, and the botanical sections of the Provinzial-Verein.83 This
example of a shunned liberal Catholic, an ultramontane Catholic, and a Catholic cleric
collaborating to provide the province with a scientific exposition and to advance the
public‟s knowledge of these scientific objects is interesting for a couple of reasons. First,
their cooperation reveals how the society‟s members seemingly put aside their religious,
or ideological, differences in order to go forward with cultural projects. Second, the
Catholic Church in Westphalia appeared to approve of cultural efforts in the province that
were not expressly connected to religion. The Catholics‟ compliance indicates either a
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surprisingly flexible local Catholic scene or a hope that general education would
encourage cultivation of the populace and subsequent religious affiliation.
While noticeably diverse members liaised to enhance the province, confessional
problems due to the Kulturkampf still tacitly affected the machinery of the society. After
Dr. Niehues‟ death in 1909, the Provinzial-Verein devoted its 1909-1910 yearly report to
his biography. In the description of his thirty-seven years of service to the ProvinzialVerein, the biographer describes how Niehues tirelessly worked to accomplish the
mission of the society in the face of confessional dissimilarities.84 This evaluation proves
particularly interesting, because, in almost four decades of yearly reports printed by the
Provinzial-Verein and over ten years of the society‟s records during the Kulturkampf,
Niehues‟ biography is the first direct mention of any confessional friction within the
society. The Provinzial-Verein‟s silence is curious, since clearly the biography exposes, if
only briefly, that the problems caused by confessional differences were present. Not to
mention, the Kulturkampf impinged severely on the everyday life of Westphalians. Ficker
noted in 1882 that the struggles extended to all facets of the province. “The cultural
battle,” Ficker writes, “touched almost all areas in our city. Not solely in the church, but
it also took hold deeply in the municipal and social conditions.”85 It is reasonable to
theorize that the members intentionally suppressed remarks concerning the Kulturkampf
and the confessional discord, particularly in their annual records.
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Prior to his death, Dr. Niehues helped to set up several additional sections for the
Provinzial-Verein, including in 1875 the Commission zur Erforschung der Kunst-,
Geschichts-, und Natur-Denkmäler Westfalen (The Commission for the Research of
Westphalian Art-, Historical-, and Natural Monuments).86 The execution of the
Commission demonstrates the cooperation between secular- and religious-minded
Westphalians within the Provinzial-Verein. The project aspired first to investigate the
monuments found in the province, then to reproduce the objects via printed images and
descriptions, and finally to disseminate the information on exemplary monuments to the
public as quickly and completely as possible.87 The Commission‟s overarching purpose
was not only to reveal but also to regulate the value of the monuments in the Westphalian
province. The group chose which monuments were to be studied and accurately
imitated.88 From the smallest to largest objects and whether religious or secular pieces—
all local works of architecture, painting, and sculpture were approached. The group
considered churches, government buildings, apartments, historical pieces, and art
historical items alike.89
Monuments provided historical insight as well as denoted contemporary artistic
preference and cultural enlightenment. This sort of art historical cataloging created an
“intentional monument,” which recaptures an existing work and manipulates it “for the
purpose of the present.”90 Thus the Commission‟s work fashioned a paradigm to
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influence the observation, reading, and appreciation of the monumental art of the
province. As a result, art indexing both designed and defined art by deciding what did
and did not qualify as art and what best illustrated objects worthy of research and artistic
understanding.91 Through the publicity of specific monuments, the Commission educated
Westphalian citizens in aesthetic taste, and their selection of religious and secular works
demonstrated the equal value they placed on both categories of artistic objects.
Various Catholic churches, expressly churches in Kreise Freckenhorst and
Marienfeld of Westphalia, openly supported the work of the Commission.92 The Catholic
Diocese of Münster also embraced the Commission. In a letter on January 11, 1888, the
aforementioned Bishop Brinkmann expressed the desire of the church board of directors
to collect both written reports and visual representations of local religious monuments.
Bishop Brinkmann also conveyed the church‟s commitment to facilitate the efforts of the
provincial government‟s architect Albert Ludorff in hopes that Ludorff and the
Commission would help maintain church art objects as well as restore church buildings
and chapels.93
Partially due to this sort of involvement in local cultural endeavors, the Catholic
Church, despite being persecuted during the Kulturkampf, remained popularly fixed in
the local Westphalian scene. In light of the involvement of Catholics in local civil
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society and the ability of the Catholics and Protestant liberals to set aside confessional
problems and work together for cultural advancement, Westphalians in the ProvinzialVerein can be characterized as compromising and relatively tolerant. While the Catholics
negotiated their identity for the good of local society, members of the Provinzial-Verein
as a whole appeared to have adjusted their own identity for the good of national society.

The Negotiation of Local and National Identity
On January 29, 1872, in the local newspaper the Westfälischen Merkur,
Oberpräsident von Kühlwetter explained why Westphalia founded a provincial society;
he wrote:
With the new, large, German Fatherland, which the glorious war created
for us against France, let the people also accrue new tasks. Prussia stood
previously in Europe at the forefront of intellectual life; the new German
Fatherland also considers as its first duty to cultivate science and art for all
other countries.94
Thus, the society stemmed from a desire to bolster the new German nation‟s sciences and
arts against that of the international community. The article later identifies the
strengthening of national German culture as being not only the will of the German
citizens but also the Kaiser. Of course, this fact should not downplay the Westphalians‟
particular interest in creating a Provinzial-Verein as a means to enhance their province‟s
worth, an objective they continuously reiterated in their yearly reports. It appears that
their concerns for their province were supraregional, which supports the growing trend in
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the historiography of the German Heimat that sees national and provincial identities as
not necessarily in opposition to one another. Instead, Westphalians believed that, by
working on the local level to cultivate art and science, they inevitably contributed to and
connected themselves with the larger nation.95
To further explore the harmonious relationship between the provincial and
national scenes, a study of the exertions of the Provinzial-Verein‟s branch of the Münster
Kunstgenossenschaft would be profitable. The Kunstgenossenschaft sought to nurture and
support the arts as well as to create an intimate connection between society members and
artists. Members endeavored to educate both themselves and the public in the history of
art and famous contemporary works, the technique of the different artistic disciplines, and
the theory of the arts.96 This art union, however, was not merely a local association. Just
prior to its partnership with the Provinzial-Verein, the Münster Kunstgenossenschaft
linked up with the national Deutsche Kunstgenossenschaft in 1871. The affiliation was
meant to establish beneficial connections, enrich civil and artistic organization, and
generate genial rivalries vis-à-vis other German regions. Even while engaging in this
national alliance, the Münster Kunstgenossenschaft aspired to show the Westphalian
public that “something good” in the arts also emerged from their own homeland.97
The Münster Kunstgenossenschaft participated in the dissemination of
Westphalian art to the regional, national, and international public. The society organized
traveling art exhibitions for prominent Westphalian artworks and visited such locations as
Westphalian regions, the Rhineland, Hanover, Oldenburg, Saxony, and Bavaria. The
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mobile exhibition also made international trips to such countries as Belgium, Holland,
England, and America.98 The members stated explicitly that their purpose for circulating
the province‟s art was not only to broadcast Westphalian artistic productions but also to
transport and advance the “vaterländischer Cultur” (patriotic culture).99
Historians continue to debate whether “vaterländisch,” or in its noun form
“Vaterland,” refers to the local or the national land. Alon Confino argues that Germans
acknowledged that their nation was composed of regional identities. Therefore,
nineteenth-century Germans purposely used this established identity framework to
maintain localized patriotism but also foster the increasing ascendancy of national
patriotism.100 Abigail Green also asserts that provincial cultures were the building blocks
of a German national culture, and for nineteenth-century Germans, the provincial and
national Vaterland had an interlaced relationship: “interest in the particular Fatherland
was an expression of interest in the greater, national Fatherland.”101 While the text
presented by the Künstgenossenschaft fails to provide a clear definition—local or
national—of “vaterländischer Cultur,” the international mobilization of their work
suggests their dual intention to heighten both provincial and national culture.
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Furthermore, the national government encouraged and complimented local
cultural efforts. For example, with contributions made by the Provinzial-Verein, the
provincial government in Münster, and the Westphalian Kunstverein, the Zeichenschule
für Kunst und Kunsthandwerk (School for Art and Art Craft) opened under the direction
of the Kunstgenossenschaft in Münster in 1877.

The new school offered young art

pupils in the local area a complete training school, similar to various German art
academies, as well as an alternative to moving to Berlin or Munich for art instruction.
Ultimately, the goal of erecting an art school was to contribute to the cultural welfare and
artistic interest of the city of Münster and to communicate the ability of Westphalian
citizens to yield prolific, notable works.102
As early as 1874, Germany‟s Crown Prince Friedrich Wilhelm, a recognized
liberal particularly concerned with bringing cultural organizations into the modern age,
urged the Münster Kunstgenossenschaft to build an art school for the Westphalian
province. The art school would show the parity of Münster with other larger cities
containing similar institutions.103 Oberpräsident von Kühlwetter, whose professional
position meant that he both represented and acted within the interest of the German state,
also ardently supported the school‟s construction. He expressed his excitement at the
local school‟s opening in a letter to the Provinzial-Verein in 1877: “In the name of the
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Münster Kunstgenossenschaft, I open this institute, for the purposes of its own academic
activities and for the public good. May it grow, bloom, and thrive!”104
Another example of the reciprocity between local and national thought emerges
with a literary publication supplied by the aforementioned Commission zur Erforschung
der Kunst-, Geschichts-, und Natur-Denkmäler Westfalen. With the objective of
researching the pertinent monuments in each locality of the province, the Commission
aimed to publish materials with descriptions and images in order to record the assets in
art and nature that decorated the “Vaterland” (Fatherland).105 Furthermore, by circulating
this information for the equal enjoyment and inspiration of local, national, and
international scholars and laymen, the group considered their objective to print as being a
“vaterländisches und würdiges Unternehmen.”106 Again, the context of the
Commission‟s records uses the term “vaterlandisches” ambiguously. Their intention to
reach people outside of both local and national boundaries, however, implies patriotism
for Westphalia, in the German arena, and Germany, in the international scene. Other
reports provided by the Commission typically use “Heimat” to specifically identify the
local region. This fact suggests that the author, who was each time Professor Dr.
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Nordhoff, either used “Heimat” to refer to the province and “Vaterland” to identify the
nation, or he employed “Vaterland” to equally mean both province and nation.107
In 1879, the Provinzial-Verein formerly entered the literary public sphere with the
publication of Die Kunst- und Geschichts-Denkmäler der Provinz Westfalen.I. Stück:
Kreis Hamm.108 Although the book only explored the local monuments of Hamm, a
district in the Westphalian province, national leaders seemingly embraced the local work.
The Provinzial-Verein received a letter from Crown Prince Friedrich Wilhelm dated July
23, 1880. He writes, “With sincere thanks, I have received the first issue of the Die
Kunst- und Geschichts-Denkmäler Westfalens and welcome, with particular enjoyment,
the beginning of one for the history of the province. There are many directions there that
are a meaningful enterprise.”109
The Provizial-Verein‟s choice to underscore monumental art as one of its first
full-scale cultural projects is especially significant. Displayed in public spaces and
afforded everyday contact, monuments proved the most accessible of all art forms. As a
result, monumental art became instrumental for communicating to and providing
education for the wider public. Monuments offered their own “nonverbal expressions,”
which were “readable in reference to the larger cultural discourse.”110 Monuments,
consequently, embodied the values of the cultural, and likewise the political, authorities
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responsible for its creation. Similarly, Abigail Green maintains that monuments conveyed
an unmistakable political statement.111
The erection of monuments, both before and after 1871, facilitated the
advancement of German nationalism. Rudolf Marggraff wrote in 1838, “The work of art
not only reveals, it also stimulates and enlivens the spirit of the Volk, and thus
becomes…a means of cultivating [Bildungsmittel] the national spirit.”112 Georg Wilhelm
Friedrich Hegel also looked to monuments as containers of a nation‟s “richest inner
conceptions and representations.”113 In Münster, using monumental art as a tool to
broadcast nationalist rhetoric appears from the outset of the Commission. In their 1875
program, the Commission explained that they hoped to handle monuments before 1800
and also monuments of “suitable curiosity” in the contemporary era.114 The example of a
valuable monument given by the Commission was the Hermannsdenkmal (Hermann
Monument), located in Detmold in the German district Lippe. Begun in 1838 and finally
finished in 1875 by the sculptor Ernst von Bandel, the Hermannsdenkmal was inspired by
German liberation from French forces during the Napoleonic wars. By depicting a
warrior from a battle in the area dating back to antiquity, the monument was built to
evoke a national sentiment for the Germans.115 Along with publishing literature about
monuments, the Provinzial-Verein erected new national monuments in Westphalia. For
example, in 1889, the Münster Kunstgenossenschaft constructed a monument of Kaiser
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Wilhelm, a subject that left little room for question about its national or political
expression.116
Finally, the lectures given by the Provinzial-Verein further illuminate the ways in
which the Westphalians hashed out ideas concerning their local and national settings. On
July 30, 1882, the Commission sponsored a lecture titled “Zur geneigten Beachtung für
die verehrlichen Freunde der vaterländischen Geschichte, der Kunst und des Altertums”
(“To the Willing Observation of the Venerated Friend of the Patriotic History, the Art
and the Antiquity”). Unlike the use of “vaterländisch” in the case of the
Kunstgenossenschaft‟s traveling exhibitions and the Commission‟s objective for
publishing literature, the meaning of “vaterländischen” in this lecture was clear. The
lecture begins, “Jedermann liegt an der Vergangenheit und Geschichte seiner Heimat
und seines Vaterlandes.”117 The use of both “Heimat” and “Vaterlandes” denotes the
local land and the national land, respectively. Additionally, the lecture suggests that
citizens were tied to both the histories of their province and their nation, which implies at
least an acceptance of their being part of the greater German nation.
The society also promoted several lectures on topics concerning Germany as a
united people—such as the 1886 lectures “Die providentielle Prädisposition des
deutschen Volkes für das Christentum und die Einwirkung desselben auf den deutschen
Geist” (“The Providential Predisposition of the German People for Christianity and the
Similar Effect on the German Spirit”) given by Minister Heller and “Unsere Kolonieen”
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(“Our Colonies”) provided by H. Wittenbrink.118 Lecture subjects, of course, do not
necessarily represent the viewpoints of the Westphalian public or even the ProvinzialVerein members regarding the topic at hand. Instead, the lectures demonstrate the
exposure of the society and attending populace to a variety of local, national, and
international themes. Regardless of whether they agreed with what was being presented,
the audience was furnished with the knowledge and the subsequent opportunity to debate
their ideas in this public forum.

Chapter Conclusion
This case study of the Westfälischen Provinzial-Verein brings into question two
formulaic notions held by historians as well as nineteenth-century German
contemporaries. First, the investigation reveals the inaccuracy of the portrayal of German
Catholics, both during and following the Kulturkampf, as anti-modern isolationists a
propos secular civil society. Some Catholics were disenchanted with the waning
influence of their Church in political and civic activity, but the case of Münster shows
that, as a whole, Catholics did not respond by completely abandoning secular society.119
Rather, Westphalian Catholics navigated their confessional identity in the emergent
modern, secular public by clinging to their religious doctrines while negotiating their
cultural traditions—for example, by engaging in secular cultural activities that did not
necessarily promote the Catholic religion.
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Other areas of Germany like the Pfalz witnessed the construction of secular
associations similar to the Provinzial-Verein. These associations, however, did not have
the same success integrating the opposite Catholic and liberal forces during the
Kulturkampf.120 This religious-inclusive grouping of Westphalians compared with the
exclusiveness of societies in other provinces eliminates the conclusion that the
Westphalian merger was due to the innate nature of civil society, which was to depress
categories of social, political, and religious identification. Arguably, these Westphalians
fostered a more authentic civil society contra other German provincial areas, but such line
of reasoning seems too idealistic and begs the question as to why other German
provincials could not set aside their religious differences. Not to mention, the ProvinzialVerein, whether or not intentionally, maintained membership standards of social and
economic status. Also, Westphalia, together with the Rhineland, experienced a
particularly intense Kulturkampf during the 1870s and 1880s. Why then were some
Westphalian citizens able to bring into dialogue confessional rivals?
It may also be argued that Catholics had no other forum for their voice in the
public arena and were willing to compromise their problems with secular society in order
to feed their innate need to socialize, which reverts to the Kantian theory of the “unsocial
sociability.” This chapter demonstrates, however, that Catholics in Westphalia
established their own Catholic-oriented associations, and although Oberpräsident von
Kühlwetter and other liberal members of the government strove to suppress these
institutions, many Catholic societies nevertheless subsisted through the era of the
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Kulturkampf.121 Therefore, even with their peculiar opportunity to engage in the
Vereinswut, Westphalian Catholics and their religious leaders joined the secular,
apolitical Provinzial-Verein.
Therefore, other factors must have affected the Provinzial-Verein‟s ability to
bridge the divide of confessional identity. Perhaps the difference lies in the confessional
identity of Westphalia. With Catholics as the numerical majority in the area, they may
have felt less threatened in negotiating some of their beliefs about traditional Catholic
culture within the confines of this civil society.122 Equally, liberal Protestants, who
maintained political clout in the province, certainly understood that they could not
completely transform the religious heritage of the greater portion of the population. The
conflict of the Kulturkampf in Westphalia likely triggered the need for the interaction of
these two confessional factions, since the group being persecuted was the province‟s
majority, and the maintenance of a medium for communication was less pressing in other
regions with minority Catholic populations. Also, the Provinzial-Verein‟s stressing of
Bildung, even in its initial statute in 1872, for members of the society provided an
intermediary for liberal and Catholic cultural ideas.123
Second, this examination problematizes the concept that German unification and
the subsequent spurring of German nationalism was inevitably at odds with the inveterate
provincial identity. These particular Westphalians (members of the Provinzial-Verein)
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fashioned a reciprocal relationship between their established local and nascent national
identities. Visible in the aforesaid newspaper article written by von Kühlwetter, the
Provinzial-Verein was founded on the idea that a cultivated, prolific local populace
signified a nationally valuable province as well as an internationally fruitful nation.
Extracting from this case study a conclusion of how the Westphalian society as a whole
or even the members of the Provinzial-Verein as a whole perceived their local and
national identities is, however, unsustainable. Instead, the significance rests in the fact
that the members openly joined a society that explicitly expressed its appreciation of the
new German Fatherland alongside initiatives to develop their local culture.
Since its founding, the Provinzial-Verein delineated several aims—such as the
establishment of regular meetings, the collection of various pertinent literary sources, and
the publication of reports of both the individual sections and the Provinzial-Verein—to
help cultivate the association along with the local culture. They designated, however, one
project as the foremost objective for their establishment. Members of the ProvinzialVerein strove to present the public with a provincial museum, which proved to be one of
the primary negotiating tools to ensure the bond and uniform actions of the independent
sections and societies. After thirty years of work, Westphalia finally inaugurated their
museum, known today as the Landesmuseum fur Künst and Kulturgeschichte, in 1908.124
At the same time that they emphasized the desired local effects of the museum, members
hoped that the Landesmuseum would prove the region‟s rightful position in the German
nation.125 Ironically, the Provinzial-Verein ultimately built the Landesmuseum in the
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Altstadt (Old City) of Münster next to the Domplatz (cathedral square), perhaps the most
prominent emblem of the Westphalian Catholic Church.
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Chapter 2: The Local Design of Architecture, Painting, and Modernism
Museums have been referred to as “the material theater of human activity.”126
This chapter examines the foundation of Münster‟s “theater,” the Landesmuseum für
Kunst und Kulturgeschichte, as well as of the organization—the Kommission für
Heimatschutz—that aspired to shape the local landscape containing this theater. Products
of the Provinzial-Verein für Wissenschaft und Kunst, the Landesmuseum and the
Kommission offer windows onto the essence of local Westphalian ideas of culture and
aesthetics. This chapter strengthens the argument, articulated in Chapter One, that
Westphalians assimilated a variety of local identities to create a communal identity
unique to their province. This integration of identities paralleled the amalgamation of
aesthetic forms, genres, and styles exhibited in the Landesmuseum, which inevitably
became a mirror for the milieu in which it was located. Similarly, the Kommission
developed a building agenda that interlaced seemingly dual, but to the Westphalians
actually compatible, architectural characters: forms of traditional Westphalian
architecture and of modern achievements in design. Part One relates the preparation and,
after much ado, completion of the museum building. Part Two explores the art collection
exhibited in the museum as well as the artists and directors who fed the inventory. Part
Three discusses the motivation, aesthetic ideas, and pursuits of the Kommission für
Heimatschutz in Westphalia.
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Hermann Schmitz explained in his 1911 book, Münster, “People, art, and land
form an inseparable unit.”127 Far from cutting edge, Schmitz‟s statement had been
propounded by a string of German thinkers: from Johann Gottfried von Herder in the
eighteenth-century, to Ernst Moritz Arndt in the early nineteenth-century, and again by
Ernst Rudorff in the late nineteenth-century. What set Schmitz apart from his
philosophical predecessors was his specific reference to Münster, which, by the turn of
the century, still housed a nearly eighty-two percent Catholic population. As a result of
this Catholic majority living alongside both Protestant and Jewish minorities, Münster
natives needed an instrument for creating a communal notion of Heimat; therefore, this
instrument had to welcome various political and cultural identities in order to construct a
collective identity. With the central idea of an indestructible and almost organic
connection between people, their art, and their location, visual art became the perfect
solution, because it granted a measure of subjectivity to the viewer as well as provided a
complete, visible representation of the “whole way of life” of a Heimat.128
From the outset of the association, the Provinzial-Verein considered building a
museum to be its chief objective. In a letter from March of 1872, two of the founders of
the Provinzial-Verein, Eduard Hüffer and Wichmann, reiterated that the independent
associations within the umbrella society would function more efficiently by combining
127
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efforts that, consequently, would reflect the plural interests of the Westphalian province.
The founders believed that the Verein needed to give tangible evidence for their work,
and they wanted a structure that attested to the history of the province and the skill of its
citizens. Hüffer and Wichmann explained:
If in a large suitable building under single direction with a jointly selected
representation, they have the opportunity to present the history of the past,
as to bring the cultural life of the present of our province to living view
and to stimulate and assist new productive formations.129
For the sort of goals outlined by the Provinzial-Verein, a museum proved the ideal
venue. As indicated by Hüffer and Wichmann, the institution involved the “collision” of
concepts: past and present, conservation and creation, memory and experience, individual
and community.130 The museum determined the historical significance of a work through
the collection and conservation of artifacts. The displayed collections recounted and
evoked memories of the past—be it the cultural, social, or political past. The artworks, as
tangible relics, validated the existence of itself, its artist, and, at times, its subject.
Individuals attended museums to gain aesthetic, scientific, and historical education and to
reflect on their identity. At the same time, the past exhibited was not necessarily the
authentic past; instead, the museum presented a subjective past as understood and
narrated by patrons, directors, viewers, and even social and cultural contexts. Therefore,
museum histories were also created, and the memories stirred up by them were not
129
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stationary but, rather, fluid. Furthermore, while individuals contemplated themselves as
they contemplated art, they were one viewer amidst a collection of viewers, so the
museum simultaneously cultivated individual and communal identities.131
In the late nineteenth century, Germans, aiming to solidify their national identity
after unification, recognized the ability of museums to affect collective identities and of
the visual arts to provide representations and impressions of the nation. Consequently,
museums became not only houses for artistic currents but also vehicles, whether tacitly or
forthrightly, for political agendas. A relationship formed between German nation
building and the creation, collection, and presentation of the visual arts. As art thus
converted to an “ideological force,” art taste translated to political beliefs.132 For instance,
even the Kaiser became involved in the art world and publicly supported the regimented
art styles and themes of the academy. Subscribing to the government-supported art of the
academies, some Germans accused the Berlin Secessionists, the second of a string of
withdrawals from the art academy in Germany, of “sapping the nation‟s strength,” as the
group of artists dissented from the prevalent belief that art should be ideological,
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inspirational, or entertaining.133 Since traditions of politics and art intertwined in Imperial
Germany, the separation from one signified the possible divergence from the other, and
while “rebellious” tastes in art were by no means illegal, divergent art like early artistic
modernism‟s Impressionism, Expressionism, and Jugendstil (Art Nouveau) carried a
social stigma in the Kaiserreich.
Artistic modernism was not, however, the only movement being forged in
Germany at the end of the nineteenth century; the Heimatbewegung (homeland
movement) also traversed the nation in the decades just before and after 1900. The
Heimatbewegung emphasized the uniqueness of “Landschaft” (landscape) and “Stamm”
(tribe) as prerequisites to “Heimatgefühl” (homeland feeling).134 Therefore, advocates
intended to mold German culture to be contingent of landscapes and homelands, and they
embraced literature, music, painting, and architecture as loci of their projects. As
explained in Chapter One, using the Heimat as the bed for German culture did not mean
the Heimatbewegung opposed German nationalism. Instead, the movement sought to
manifest German national, social, and cultural life in the local, accessible Heimatkunst.
The Heimatschutz, one component of the Heimatbewegung, exemplified the movement‟s
maneuvering of local Heimat identity into a German national identity by personalizing
the national environment through the local one. Their mission was to safeguard “the
Heimat itself, our German land, the fertile soil of our civilization.”135
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Such were the various movements in fin-de-siècle Germany that intended to
harness the “fragmented” cultural environment and “polycentric” aesthetic scene in order
to congeal a national character.136 The plural, almost paradoxical, nature of German
culture as a whole paralleled Münster‟s cultural background, which was shaped by the
seemingly ironic cooperation of liberals and conservatives, and Protestants and Catholics.
As culture, particularly art, expressed political feeling and museums bred collective
identities, the Landesmuseum expressed a communal ethos of first Münster, then
Westphalia, and ultimately Germany.

Establishment of the Landesmuseum
The desire to create a local museum that housed Westphalia‟s artistic and
scientific possessions was introduced as early as the founding of the Verein für
Geschichte und Altertumskunde in 1825. Only at the start of the Provinzial-Verein in
1872 did members of Westphalia‟s civil society begin making actual efforts to build their
local museum. Westphalians, however, did not break ground on the museum until
1904.137 The time lapse between the idea of the museum and the concrete formation of
the museum owed much to the prerequisites—such as public accessibility of the
building—jointly set by the involved associations and provincial institutions. They also
wanted a structure that not only served to lodge the art and scientific collections. Instead,
Westphalians also wanted a museum that both embodied the collection, which justified
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erecting a new building rather than using a preexisting one, and presented a façade
worthy of both the collection and the province. Therefore, the construction of
Westphalia‟s provincial museum was delayed for over thirty years because of two
clashes: the first being the ideal location and the second being the architectural plan of
the museum.138
In 1872, Oberpräsident von Kühlwetter first proposed that the museum be
positioned to the right of the Schloßallee, and other suggestions for a location included
the Ludgeriplatz as well as Ägidii- and Mauritztor areas in Münster. In 1879, the
Provinziallandtag, which by this time had committed its assistance in building the
museum, proposed a site on the Domplatz (Cathedral Square). Notwithstanding the
Provinziallandtag‟s offer, deliberations on the location continued. In July of 1882, a
meeting headed by Niehues and including such diverse figures as Regierungs-Präsident
August von Liebermann (as representative of von Kühlwetter), Consistorial-Präsident
Hering, Domkapitular Tibus, Rittmeister Egbert von zur Mühlen, OberRegierungsrat
Hermann von Viebahn, and Landarmen-Direktor Otto Plaßmann was held to discuss the
choice of construction site. A conclusion, however, was still unachievable, and the
debates continued for fourteen more years. Finally, in 1896, the associations accepted the
Provinziallandtag‟s offer, and the museum was to be built on the Domplatz, located in
the heart of the Altstadt and the city center of Münster near the university, the library, and
the cathedral. Adolf Brüning, first director of the Landesmuseum, remarked in his 1909
article “Das Landesmuseum der Provinz Westfalen” that, by deciding to place the
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museum on the Domplatz, “one certainly had found a place, that could not have been
better chosen.”139
Furnishing a space on the Domplatz for the museum was not the only input given
by the Westphalian provincial institutions. The Provinzialverband (Provincial
Association) in Westphalia influenced the administrative side of the museum; they
drafted agreements with the Provinzial-Verein first in 1890 and revised the contract in
June of 1907, just prior to the museum opening. These negotiations addressed topics like
the salary of the museum‟s employees, the management of the collection, the entry fee
for the members as well as the public, and the societies‟ use of the meeting hall.140
According to the financial records of the Provincial-Verein, the province also began
investing in the new building project in 1875, and their subsidy started at 1500 Marks. In
a proposal made on November 18, 1881, the Provinziallandtag and the ProvinzialVerein, in concert, set the total for the building cost at approximately 600,000 Marks.141
Additionally, the Provinziallandtag pushed the involved associations to move
forward with the erection of the museum, and on March 31, 1882, they announced a local
competition for a museum blueprint. Local architect Hartmann won the contest with a
sketch in the German Renaissance style. When Hartmann formally presented the design
139
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to the Provinziallandtag and Provinzial-Verein in December of 1883, the affiliates
realized Hartmann‟s project was far too costly, so the draft underwent revisions to fit the
agreed budget. Twelve years later, a settlement on the sketches had still not been reached.
A new building committee was formed in October of 1895, which included the
Landeshauptmann, the Geheimrat von Oheimb, Landrat Freiherr von LandsbergSteinfurt, and Freiherr von Wendt as well as a representative Dr. Niehues from the
Provinzial-Verein, Freiherrn Dr. Clemens von Heereman-Zuydwick from the
Kunstverein, and Professor Dr. Heinrich Finke from the Altertumsverein.142 Again, the
committee failed to find a satisfactory building design. The deliberations on the
museum‟s structural plans appeared to be unfolding much the same as its plans for
location.
On March 5, 1901, the Provinziallandtag moved to open another competition to
any German architect rather than only searching for a local Westphalian architect, as had
been the original plan. This time, the commission set forward a program for the architects
to follow. The program established criteria for the construction site, the room
requirements and arrangement, and the exterior architectural forms or styles. The
conditions included abiding by the fixed costs of the building, facing the building front
toward the Domplatz, dividing the building into a basement and two main floors, and
relating the building materials to the surrounding architectural character.143
Participants in the 1901 competition included Herman Schaedtler and Karl Müler
from Hannover with their design “Spoekenkieker,” Carl Teichen from Berlin with
142
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“Wittekind,” Hugo Kölling from Münster with “Jan von Leyden,” A. Schulz also from
Berlin with “St. Ludgerus,” Rauchheld from Oldenburg with “Rote Erde,” and Hubert
Holtmann from Münster with “Am Domplatz.”144 While the competition produced a
pleasing turnout of architects, the designs failed to meet the conditions named in the
program—such as organically tying the new construction in with the surrounding
Domplatz. Rather than selecting one of the designs or holding yet another competition,
the Provinziallandtag and Provinzial-Verein decided on March 10, 1902, to have a runoff
between two of the architects who competed in 1901: Hermann Schaedtler and Carl
Teichen. After the submission of their second designs, the building commission selected
Schaedtler‟s blueprint, and on July 23, 1903, the Westfälischen Provinzialverband and
Hermann Schaedtler closed his contract as the leading architect for the new museum.145
While disagreements on the location and plan provide logical answers to the
impediment of the museum‟s construction, the full cause of these disagreements remains
obscure. Monetary concerns may partially explain the delay, but since they endeavored
to match their finances with the building plan as far back as 1883, it seems unlikely that
funding accounts for the entire thirty years of debates. Not to mention, the Verein
secured the Domplatz only in 1896, which renders curious the obviously protracted
deliberations concerning the museum‟s location. As the Provinzial-Verein kept silent on
how confessional differences affected the functioning of the society, confessional divides
were not mentioned to account for some of the troubles in building the museum. For
instance, the 1882 meeting for the construction site involved at least four Catholics, one
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Protestant, and two other participants with unknown confessional identities. Similarly,
the new committee in 1895 had a minimum of two Catholics and contained government
officials, university professors, and noblemen—all of whom surely possessed deep-seated
liberal or conservative views.146
Schaedtler‟s design was chosen primarily due to its “sure containment of
Münsterland‟s local styles of late Gothic and early Renaissance.”147 Why had these
nineteenth-century Westphalians chosen the late Gothic and early Renaissance styles,
which dated back as early as the fifteenth century, to represent their own idea of local
architecture? The shift from Gothic to Renaissance happened very gradually in Münster,
and characteristics of the two styles were integrated in the city‟s architecture through the
end of the sixteenth century. Even some architecture fashioned in the seventeenth
century, for example the church architecture constructed by Christoph Bernhard, inserted
features of the Gothic style. Romanticism, popularized in the first half of the nineteenth
century, revived Gothic architectural forms in Münster, and by 1870 and 1880,
Renaissance forms again joined the Gothic in the city‟s structural design. To create a
museum with both the Gothic and Renaissance style, Schaedtler fit the building naturally
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into the Westphalian built landscape, a condition designated by the building
commission.148
Their intention, however, was not to create a museum solely rooted in these aged
styles. Hermann Schmitz, a contemporary art historian in Münster, explains the problem
Westphalians had with using only architectural forms from the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries:
One sees this best on the Prinzipalmarkt. These builders created in
modern forms, in the form of their time, and thereby their creations were
consistent with the older Münsteran builders since the fifteenth century.
In contrast to our time: we try to build Gothic and Renaissance facades,
and despite the imitation, our creations stand in conflict with the older
buildings, which they surround. It is clear that a finer taste in the civic
architecture can thrive only based on a product of the social culture.149
They recognized the need to build a museum that not only contributed to Münster‟s
surrounding cityscape but also matched the cultural milieu of Münster in the early 1900s.
Therefore, to create a museum in harmony with both the spatial and temporal
Westphalian scene, the building committee commissioned several other German artists,
who worked in the dominant artistic styles of the time, to help compile both the exterior
and interior architecture. Hugo Lederer was one such artist who contributed to the
museum‟s facade. A member of the Berlin Secession in 1900, Lederer became one of
Germany‟s most well known artists, especially after the presentation of his 1906
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Bismarck monument in Hamburg. For Münster, Lederer sculpted a relief in 1908 for the
eastern side of the museum. The sculpture presented St. George on horseback, a
Christian motif of the saint who purportedly saved a Libyan city from a tyrannous dragon
in the name of Christ. With a monumental quality that was archetypical of Lederer, the
sculpture was, according to Brüning, “a symbol, which should indicate the meaning of
the building.”150 Schmitz also applauded Lederer‟s work, calling it a “treffliche”
(“felicitous”) example of the modern plastic style and one of the two “best sculptural
works of Münster” of the nineteenth century.151
Inside the museum, a native Münster artist, Melchior Lechter, designed stained
glass windows for the hall nearest the Parisian-styled staircase, crafted by Hermann
Riegelmann. Brüning, who blatantly disliked the staircase, hoped the “deep color glow
will completely dominate the staircase.”152 Inserted in the museum in 1907, Lumen de
Lumine displayed a divine illumination and sacred representation that was amplified by
the framing Gothic architecture, which enhanced the mystic experience offered by the
work. In 1911, Thomas Mann wrote to his brother about the windows, exclaiming that it
“admittedly exceeds all such color, even the St. Chapelle in Paris. Quite wonderful.”153
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Schmitz also saluted Lechter‟s glass paintings in 1911: “It may be confidently expected
that the work in the important arts and crafts in Münster will gain a promotional influence
on church glass paintings.”154 As Schmitz predicted, Lechter‟s windows in the
Landesmuseum are considered today one of the most significant contributions to stained
glass art in the Jugendstil.155
In the same location as Lechter‟s glasswork, Münster native Bernhard Pankok,
also a subscriber to modernist art, added a large chandelier. Both Pankok and Lechter
seemed to Brüning especially suited to supply art to the museum, because both were from
Münster.156 In a sense, the two artists embodied the architectural goals of the museum:
they personified both the space, as Westphalians, and the time, as fin-de-siècle German
artists.
Other contributors to the interior of the museum included Berlin artists Hermann
Riegelmann, previously mentioned as the designer of the stairway, as well as Max Koch
and Richard Guhr, who crafted a mosaic and painted a mural, respectively. Bruno Paul
designed a reading room, and several other rooms in the museum followed some of
Paul‟s designs. A German Jew who made his career in Berlin, Paul exhibited a novel
style that tied elements of German Biedermeier and Classicism with Jugendstil. The
Provinzial-Verein identified Paul as the “best modern artist in the field of interior
design.”157
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Labeling an artist as “modern” appears ambiguous in meaning: does the word
simply denote “contemporary,” or does it go a step further in the minds of late
nineteenth-century Germans? By 1885 the term “modern” meant “novel” or “cutting
edge” and not just “from the present time.” In 1902, the Brockhaus Enzyklopädie defined
“modern” as “the name for the quintessence of the most recent social, literary, and artistic
movements.”158 As a result, when the Provinzial-Verein called Paul “modern” in 1907,
the term meant more than “contemporaneous” and, instead, conveyed a continual
“process of becoming,” which in effect jettisoned permanence and gave an ephemeral
quality to innovation.159
Similar to the location and the blueprint, the Provinzial-Verein concealed in their
reports any debates that may have occurred with regard to the aesthetic style of the
museum‟s architecture. This fact also appears curious, since their incorporation of both
traditional and modernist styles surely generated debates on aestheticism or the social
role of art, hot topics in Germany at the turn of the century. Nevertheless, as the museum
was oriented to the Westphalian built landscape of the early 1900s, its architecture
fulfilled the other role specified by the Provinzial-Verein: that Westphalian art be
exhibited only in a building rooted in Westphalian architecture. The structure was to
function as a bridge from the outer city to the inner artworks. By embracing these
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different aesthetic styles and German artists, the museum‟s architecture set the precedent
for the collection it was to house.

Inventory of the Art Collection
After more than thirty years of preparation and assemblage, members of the
Provinzial-Verein, alongside other citizens of Münster, gathered on March 17, 1908, as
Brüning inaugurated the Landesmuseum für Kunst und Kulturgeschichte. Brüning‟s
speech praised the museum for being a worthy context for the best works of the
province‟s artists, both past and present. The new museum offered scholars, artists,
craftsmen, and the Westphalian citizens alike the chance to gain an education from
artistic, and thus cultural, instruction. Brüning explained that art compilation was meant
not only to prompt Heimatliebe but also to allow Westphalians to consider their province
for “what it was and still is today.”160 In a sense, Brüning‟s statement voiced the key
ingredient of the visual culture in Westphalia: the organic synthesis of traditional and
modern art styles and works. This fusion imitated the multidimensional identities
nurtured by local collectors, directors, and artists.
Totaling four hundred and fifty-five artworks by 1912, the initial collection
housed in the Landesmuseum materialized due to the labor of several different local
sources.161 The Verein für Geschichte und Altertumskunde, one of the societies
connected with the Provincial-Verein, had amassed Westphalian art since 1825 and
contributed their accumulated work—such as the restored Triumphkreuz from a church in
160
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Bockhorst—to the inventory. The Altertumsverein managed to keep a relative claim on
their collection in the museum by selecting members to act as conservators of their
society‟s objects. An independent society founded in 1831 to foster the exchange of
aesthetic ideas, the Westfälischer Kunstverein also loaned a great deal of their art
collections to permanently showcase their acquisitions.162 Similar to the Altertumsverein,
the Kunstverein remained heavily involved in the workings of the museum. The
Kunstverein assumed most of the responsibility of expanding the painting galleries as
well as changing museum displays.163
As previously mentioned, the wave of Romanticism, and its resuscitation of the
medieval aesthetic styles, swept into Westphalia in the 1820s and 1830s, the founding
decades of the Altertumsverein and Kunstverein. Consequently, a large portion of the
loans made by the two societies contained works from the middle ages, dating back as far
as 1180. The antique pieces incorporated paintings and panels, which more often than
not displayed religious themes. The museum also had an extensive display of
Westphalian sculptures, a collection that the province boasted as one of the most
significant exhibits for German sculptures.164 Also included in the museum were artworks
made between the sixteenth and eighteenth century; this portion exhibited paintings from
the Deutsche Schulen (German Academies), Flämische Schule (Flemish Academy), and
162
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the Holländische Schule (Dutch Academy). The included compositions ranged from
Johann Wilhelm and Johann Mauritz to more famous Westphalian artists like Ludger tom
Ring d. Ä. and Johann Christoph Rincklake.165 Of the four hundred and fifty-five
paintings in the collection by 1912, one hundred and fourteen of these paintings were
located in the section designated for nineteenth-century paintings.166
Since 1885, the Provinzialverband increasingly supported the efforts of both the
Kunstverein and Provinzial-Verein to accumulate artworks. For art from the nineteenthcentury, the Provinzialverband‟s property offered a range of works from Impressionistinspired paintings to Heimatkunst—such as three works by Eugen Bracht, Interessante
Neuigkeiten by L. Kolosvary, Zimmerinterieur by Carl Murdfield , and Der große
Drubbel in Münster by Franz Nieper. Also relevant to the nineteenth-century display
were the works transferred from the Generalverwaltung der Königlich Museen (General
administration of the Royal Museums) in Berlin. The exchange consisted of paintings
like Blick auf Cumä by Albert Flamm, Die heilige Familie by Franz Ittenbach, and Letzte
Schicht by Hans Koberstein—all German painters in traditional academic styles.167 The
Provinzial-Verein asserted, however, that the collection resulted from the labors of not
only the civil societies and the provincial institutions but also the Westphalian public.
The Landesmuseum contained several donated works from local artists, city councilmen,
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and landed gentry. This list of benefactors included Prof. Franz Nieper, Willy
Kiesekamp, Stadtrat Joseph Helmus, and Gutzbesitzer Joseph Hötte.168
One of the main patrons of the museum‟s initial exhibits, Hötte exemplified the
multifaceted Westphalian character, which was evident in the varied artistic genres and
styles found in his collection. He gave the museum everything from Roman findings, a
systematic collection of over a hundred candlesticks and lamps, and photographs of
mundane buildings in Münster.169 Totaling approximately 110,000 Marks, thirty-three
works donated by Hötte were paintings by a wide variety of nineteenth-century artists—
such as, Theodor Hosemann, a Protestant painter who employed the realistic Biedermeier
fashion; Johann Emil Hünten, a Catholic battle painter who worked in the Romantic
style; and Edmund Harburger, a Jewish painter known for his folk life paintings in the
Realist manner.170 Hötte‟s personal favorites were scenes of contemporary Münster,
which included Die Münsterischen Bänkelsänger Flör und Kösters by Friedrich Wilhelm
Büchtemann and Der Prinzipalmarkt in Münster by August Hilgbing, both artists native
to Münster, as well as Die Lambertikiriche zu Münster mit der lateinischen Schule im
Jahre 1805 by Nieper, an architecture painter who taught in Münster beginning in
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1897.171 Hötte also collected several painters like Franz von Defregger, whose art helped
pave the way for modern artists, and was a special admirer of Bracht, a landscape painter
moved by Impressionism.172
Clearly, the Landesmuseum acquired an assortment of works from Hötte, but the
sheer volume of his donations proved an obstacle to insuring that his tastes did not
dominate the displays. In his autobiography Meine Jugend im alten Münster, Max
Geisberg, the second director of the Landesmuseum starting in 1911, explains that his
predecessor, Brüning, committed the basic mistake of incorporating Hötte‟s gifts in the
general collection of the museum. To amend this while still retaining the bulk of Hötte‟s
donations, Geisberg created an Höttezimmer to both set apart Hötte‟s collection and
create a memorial to the man who contributed such wealth to the Landesmuseum. In fact,
Geisberg shared with Hötte a love of Bracht; Geisberg even associated his first view of
Bracht‟s painting Gestade der Vergessenheit as the confirmation of his career choice as
an art historian. Maintaining a personal relationship with Hötte until the latter‟s death in
1918, Geisberg writes of the collector:
Beautiful, genuine and removed from feeling distant from all posing
enlivened his natural sentiment, that his wealth obligated him to donate
substantial amounts for the general public, for his hometown and their
charitable institutions, for his church and for his Landesmuseum. For him
giving was joy….173
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Notably, Geisberg was a Catholic raised in the Altstadt of Münster during the
Kulturkampf. He received an extensive education in art history from schools in Münster,
Munich, Berlin, and Heidelberg between 1896 and 1902; later, he returned to Münster as
director of the Landesmuseum. Geisberg‟s early goal, as well as his acclaimed passion in
life, was to advance both medieval arts and his Heimat of Westphalia.174 Combined with
these two loves, his special bond to Bracht‟s art becomes especially striking, as he
represents a Münster Catholic tied to elements of the modern, the traditional, and the
local.
Of the seventy-four artists featured in the nineteenth-century collection, only nine
of these artists were born and raised outside of Germany, one being Bracht who was born
to natives of Recklinghausen and therefore considered a local Westphalian. Of these
“foreign” artists, over half established their careers in Germany, and one-third of them
were connected to the neighboring Düsseldorf Academy, where thirty-four of the
seventy-four artists either studied or taught. In the museum‟s entire collection, various
schools of Italian art like the Venetian School or the Florence School as well as Dutch
and Flemish art maintained the largest representation of international works in the
Landesmuseum. The French and English schools only had one representative work
apiece. In an explanation as to why the museum even contained foreign works, Dr
Brüning said, “First through the comparison with artwork of foreign origin, we will
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obtain the proper standard for judgment of our own art.”175 They felt that their native art
was more conceivable when displayed next to the art of neighboring countries.176
Germans, however, created the majority of the artworks featured in the
Landesmuseum, and in the nineteenth-century section alone, they amounted to eightynine percent of the featured artists. The artists portrayed German subjects, whether
cultural themes like the Kaiser‟s hunting lodge in East Prussia, portraits of native artists,
or the Harz mountain range in Germany. In this collection, Westphalians totaled roughly
twenty-seven percent of the German artists, and fifty-five percent of these artists were
born in Münster. Nearly two-thirds of the paintings depicted Westphalia, with a subject
matter ranging anywhere from native artists to the architecture of Münster and the
Westphalian landscapes.177 This mass of paintings showed the value placed on German
artists and, in particular, content pertaining to the Westphalian Heimat.
In particular, the landscape paintings—whether natural landscapes, cityscapes, or
architectural representations—from the nineteenth-century totaled a whopping fifty-eight
of the one hundred and fourteen paintings by 1912. That fact may have not been a mere
coincidence. First, many Germans adhered to Herder‟s idea that the Klima (climate) was
an active sculptor of cultural history, which, coincidentally, was a function of
Heimatkunst and museums. By embodying the Klima, a landscape painting expressed
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time and space, both instrumental for evoking the Westphalian Heimat in the mind of
viewers.178
Second, another influential German thinker, Friedrich Wilhelm Joseph von
Schelling considered nature as a manifestation of God in human reality, and he called
nature “das werdende Ich” (“the self in the process of becoming”).179 Schelling‟s ideas
injected spirituality in nature, which became a vehicle for many subsequent German
artists to express the divine. As a result, landscape painting performed also as a sort of
religious art. These ideas fed late nineteenth-century thought of nature as a retreat from
reality or at least as a middle ground for social, political, and religious friction.180
Landscape art proved especially useful for Westphalians involved in the ProvinzialVerein, which had spent nearly three decades working around acute confessional divides.
One may posit that landscape art became another means in which Catholic Westphalians
adjusted their beliefs concerning religion in the arts to suit a wider audience of
Westphalians.
As landscape painting played the dual role of Heimat and religious art, the
Landesmuseum performed a dual role in local Westphalia and national Germany. Dr.
Brüning asserted that its predominant task was “the maintenance and care of the domestic
art, so that it adds its part to preserve and to strengthen the vigorous singularity and the
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proud racial feeling of our Westphalian people.”181 At the same time that such emphasis
was put on the desired local effects of the museum, Brüning and the Provinzial-Verein
anticipated that the Landesmuseum proved the region‟s rightful position within the
German nation.182 First, the permanent display of their Heimatkunst was an opportunity
to introduce the province to the consciousness of all Germans. Second, the museum
exhibited three possibilities of Heimat relationships for viewers: one with the city of
Münster, one with the region of Westphalia, and one with the whole of Germany. The
collection, therefore, created a link from the local, to the provincial, and finally to the
national scene.183 These notions illustrate how Westphalians were not necessarily using
the Landesmuseum to reject centralization by enriching their Heimat. Instead, the
museum was meant to highlight the uniqueness and value of their locality as a foundation
for national Germany, and the connection suggests a symbiotic relationship of these
Westphalians‟ notions of localism and nationalism.
The nineteenth-century section held an assortment of genres: still life, landscape,
portrait, history, and religion. Correspondingly, the styles represented in the collection
were as widespread as their genres; the cluster of styles included Romanticism,
Naturalism, and Classicism. In addition, seven paintings came from three artists—Bracht,
von Defregger, and Frit von Wille—thought either to be forerunners of the modern art
movement or straddled the fence between the traditional academic art and the modern art
181
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styles. Eighteen more paintings found in the section clearly aligned with the modern art
movement and included works from Robert Weise, Emil Nolde, Max Slevogt, Bernhard
Pankok, and Melchior Lechter. Each having participated in one of the various German
art secessions—for example, the Stuttgart Secession, the Munich Secession, and the
Berlin Secession—at the end of the nineteenth-century, these modern artists painted in
the styles of German Impressionism, Expressionism, and Jugendstil.184 The question is
how the Landesmuseum incorporated such a breadth of artistic genres and styles without
appearing contradictory, in displaying the traditional or the modern, or even appalling, a
likely response to the exhibition of modernist art at the end of the nineteenth century.
Hugo von Hofmannsthal, a late nineteenth-century Austrian writer, enlightened
contemporaries of the dual quality of modernism: “Today, two things seem to be modern:
the analysis of life and the flight from life.”185 As Hofmannsthal suggests, the very
nature of artistic modernism was a contradiction: it condemned modernity even as it
furthered modernity. Defined as “a set of artistic responses to modernization,” artistic
modernism abhorred the upheaval characteristic of modern life and aimed to remedy the
social and political ailments of modernity via reflective, novel artistic productions.186
This advancing, sanguine quality of modernism, however, fastened the art movement to
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modernity itself, and rather than negate modern progress, artistic modernism sought to
first dissect, then enlighten, and finally reconstitute modernity in artworks.187
Continuing in the ostensible contradictions of modernist art, the early stages of
artistic modernism, the period represented in this study, exhibited an aesthetic style
identified by Art Berman as “transcendental realism.”188 This meant that aesthetic
modernism adopted a version of romanticism that was divorced from idealism and
transplanted into empiricism; essentially, modernism teamed the romantic aesthetic,
innately a retreat from modern reality, with an empiricist context, an outcome of modern
reason and science. By assuming a component of a past aesthetic like romanticism,
modernism was also not completely disengaging from tradition in the face of modernity.
Instead, artistic modernism reorganized tradition for modern use, thereby rending
tradition as not merely evocative but actually existing. Simultaneously, modernity swept
away all notion of experience, which forced modernist art to tackle a “dialectic of
temporality (hinging on the notions of permanence and impermanence).”189
Accordingly, time was a key component of the modern artist, who searched for
“le caractère de la beauté présente.” In a sense, the Heimkünstler (Heimat artist) sought
an understanding similar to the modernist.190 Embracing traditional aesthetics, historical
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subjects, and local outlooks, Heimatkunst often acted as the antithesis of artistic
modernism, which celebrated innovative aesthetics, temporal subjects, and international
awareness. Heimatkunst, however, portrayed a nostalgic version of the past, either
bygone or artificial, that was actually coetaneous with the present. For example, in the
organization of a museum, Heimatkunst was “located, collected, and narrated”; the
historical or quasi-historical art was relocated from the context of past production to that
of the present perception.191
Therefore, notwithstanding their differences in aesthetic styles and immediacy of
content, both artistic modernism and Heimatkunst dealt creatively with modernization.
“The modern time of progress and the anti-modern time of „tradition‟ are twins who
failed to recognize one another,” explains Bruno Latour. “The idea of an identical
repetition of the past and that of radical rupture with any past are two symmetrical results
of a single conception of time.”192 As a result, the modernist and the Heimat works
exhibited in the Landesmuseum created a sort of natural balance of aesthetics. They
signaled a pluralistic age rather than a muddled collection of art. Specifically, the
Landesmuseum‟s juxtaposition of traditional and modern art and of local and national
artists served as a reflection of the ethos of Münster.
An interesting comparison of the modern and traditional art initially featured in
the Landesmuseum is of Emil Nolde‟s Burchards Garten, Max Slevogt‟s Der Waldweg,
and Herman Gröber‟s Mein Fenster, all of which were acquired by Brüning on May 23,
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1908, two months after the museum‟s opening. The three paintings are examples of finde-siècle art, and they advance the argument that Brüning wanted to incorporate works
from both Westphalian and national German artists. Nolde represented the work of
German Expressionism, while Slevogt‟s piece was the epitome of the Berlin
Impressionistic art. On the other hand, Gröber, professor at the Münich Kunstakademie,
did not shift towards modernism at the end of the nineteenth-century and continued to
paint in the traditional German academic style. Interestingly, while the first two painters
remain well known in learned artistic circles today, Gröber, in 2008, had not been shown
in the public for almost sixty-five years.193
Brüning, however, was not the only individual responsible for placing modernist
paintings on the walls of the Landesmuseum; as mentioned earlier, the Kunstverein stayed
well connected to the museum and diligently worked to bring in various pieces of art.
For the first Spring Exhibition in 1908, the Kunstverein, together with the Kunstsalon
Fischer in Bielefeld, showcased a number of famous German artists‟ paintings, graphic
prints, and sculptures. Artists on display included Jacob Alberts, Louis Corinth, Max
Liebermann, Emil Nolde, Max Slevogt, Herman Gröber, Theodor Hummel, and Rudofl
Nitzl. The assortment of artists who painted in both the traditional and modernist styles
offered audiences a picture of the newer German art and, according to Brüning‟s review
of the exhibition in 1909, was met with great success.194
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At the beginning of the 1900s, the Kunstverein added to its original goal of acquiring
Westphalian Heimatkunst by gearing interest toward the attainment of international
modern art. This ambition was pursued particularly thanks to the efforts of Dr. Hermann
Ehrenberg and his wife Mary, who hoped to supplement the museum‟s permanent
collection. In the four years prior to the First World War, both Ehrenbergs had
corresponded with some of the leading modern artists of the day—including Franz Marc,
Emil Nolde, and Alexej von Jawlensky.195 Nolde, for one, thanked the couple for the
reception they gave to his paintings. “It is always unbelievable to me to exhibit in a city,”
Nolde remarks, “that I know nothing about, and my illustrations received a little love.”196
Jawlensky also basked in the warm reception that the Ehrenbergs said his work was given
in Münster. Jawlenksy writes, “It is a rare occurrence that the first acquaintance with my
art does not arouse horror and indignation and speaks to the psychological quality of your
citizens.”197
Notably, both Jawlensky and Marc were affiliated with one of the main groups of
German Expressionist artists: Der Blaue Reiter (“The Blue Rider”). Artists in Der Blaue
Reiter followed personal artistic styles rather than subscribing to one style as a whole.
While known for their striking color choices and departure from realism, the group also
showed an intimation of folk art. In addition, Irit Rogoff explains, “Perhaps the most
important and allusive common denominator is their attempt to find pictorial form for
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concepts such as mysticism, piety, spirituality and religion.”198 To accomplish such
reifications, the artists looked to nature in particular.199 This combination of folk art and
an affinity to natural landscapes may help explain their warm reception in Münster.200
To describe Westphalians in general as modernist art enthusiasts, however, would
be a misinterpretation of local aesthetic tastes. Exhibiting art that spanned the centuries,
they were obviously exposed to a variety of artistic currents, and the Provinzial-Verein
sponsored public addresses that explicitly opposed modernist art. For example, while
construction of the Landesmuseum was underway in 1904, the Provinzial-Verein invited
Prof. Dr. Konrad von Lange, an art historian from Tübingen, as a guest lecturer for their
seasonal public forums. His speech, titled “Die Grenzen der Naturnachahmung in der
Kunst,” (“The Bounds of Natural Imitation in the Arts”) stressed artistic illusion, though
one easily readable to the viewer. While welcoming the unique stamp of an artist, von
Lange qualifies that such a hallmark must still remain accurate to nature, because only
through empirical authenticity can an artwork effectively communicate feelings to and
empathy in its audience.201 Modernist art, of course, rarely adhered to naturalistic
expressions.
Two of the modern artists featured in the Landesmuseum‟s collection embodied
the effect of a cultural environment like Westphalia‟s, which allowed contact with a
variety of aesthetic ideas; these two artists were the aforementioned Pankok and Lechter,
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both born around the time of German unification and raised in Münster as Catholics.202
Pankok began his art education in the local institute established by the Münster
Kunstgenossenschaft. Here he gained fame among his instructors as a gifted restorer of
church paintings, such as with famous local works like the Warendorfer altar and the
Lazarus altar by Ludger tom Ring. Carl Ludwig Böddinghaus wrote to Pankok after the
latter departed Münster to study at the academy in Düsseldorf: “Especially be very
thankful for beloved God, who guides everything, including you and your skill. Exercise
therefore only a true piety and forget on no day, that we can [do] nothing without
God….”203
The admiration of his teachers and the pressure put on the young apprentice to
become a church painter, however, had an unanticipated effect on their “lieben
Bernhard” (“beloved Bernhard”).204 The persistence of his early instructors combined
with the omnipresent Catholic Church and clergy in Münster triggered in Pankok an
aversion to not only his Catholic heritage but also fellow Westphalians. One biographer,
Hans Klaiber, describes Pankok‟s Münster as having a “klerikale Enge” (“clerical
narrowness”). 205 As Pankok moved to other German cultural centers—to the art
academy in Berlin and then to a studio in Munich—to further pursue his art career, he
was exposed to and became involved in the pantheistisch Naturalismus (pantheistic
Naturalism) movement, which considered nature all-embracing and identified nature with
202
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God. Even while he quite vocally bucked at the Catholic Church and felt tension with his
Westphalian upbringing, this spiritual bond he formed with nature explained how the
Münster landscape continued as one of Pankok‟s main muses, particularly in his later
graphic art. A contemporary of Pankok, Herbert Sinz writes of Pankok‟s art: “Whether
he works in Berlin, in Munich or Stuttgart, the located, strong character of his
Westphalian roots is illuminated time and again through all of his works.”206
Apparently, after leaving Münster, Pankok worked as any type of artist but a
traditional church painter; he was a graphic artist, painter, architect and furniture-maker.
He worked for art magazines like Pan and Jugend, the latter founded by famous modern
artist Max Liebermann as well as museum director Albert Lichtwark to circulate
“creative art in the broadest sense.”207 Co-founder of the Deutsche Werkbund (German
Work Federation), Pankok created in an aesthetic style that crossed between Jugendstil
and the InternationalStil and was associated with both the Berlin and Stuttgart
Secessions. Along with his chandelier, the Landesmuseum in Münster featured two of
Pankok‟s modernist works, one an illustration of a forest meadow painted in 1899 and the
other a self-portrait. The Landesmuseum acquired both works in 1907, just prior to the
museum‟s opening.208
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Referred to as Pankok‟s “significant artist associate from Münster,” Lechter also
began his aesthetic training in his hometown in the glass-painting workshop of Joseph
Anton Settegast and Viktor von der Forst.209 His early work with glass art and his
Catholic education together with his being raised in an atmosphere well-known for its
“spirit of the Gothic” left a lasting imprint on young Lechter.210 His move to Berlin in
1884 to enroll at the Royal Academy proved the seminal turning point in the nature of his
art. In Berlin, Lechter faced diverse, modern cultural trends, for example those in
religion like mysticism, occultism, and Theosophy. He participated in discourses central
to fin-de-siècle art, including the interconnection of synesthesia and the total work of art,
the art of religion, and the connection of art to life. Lechter also encountered in Berlin
the leading personalities of the German Zeitgeist—such as Richard Wagner, Friedrich
Nietzsche, Arnold Böcklin, and Stefan George—and traveled to observe art in Italy,
France, England, and India.211
The ideological convictions of Lechter‟s youth in Münster, fused with the
aesthetic theory of this modern cultural milieu in Berlin, colored the contradictory
character of his art. He approached art with religious fervor, intellectual expression,
Gothic influence, and Jugendstil appearance, a combination that Maximilian Rapsilber
called “mystischer Impressionismus" (“mystic Impressionism”).212 Lechter became both
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the eccentric outsider and the local hero and was judged by contemporaries as having an
art “almost apart from the time, against the time and still so eminently modern.”213
Perhaps his ultimate rite of passage as a modern artist, however, was the rejection
by Wilhelm II, who claimed he dictated the “true artist” that worked within the bounds of
“the law of aesthetics…manifested by the ancients.” In 1902, Wilhelm II snubbed
Lechter‟s designs for the new music university in Berlin as “zu modern” (too modern).214
Curiously, Lechter‟s Lumen de Lumine in the Landesmuseum was meant to
commemorate the presence of Emperor Wilhelm II‟s visit to Münster in 1907; although
his motivation behind such a tribute remains uncertain, Lechter may have used this
opportunity to smooth tensions with the Kaiser. Along with the glass windows, Lechter
generated thirteen paintings featured in the Landesmuseum by 1912, exceeding the next
highest number of paintings by a single artist from the nineteenth-century by five. His
works included two still-life paintings, eight landscape works, one theatrical moment of
the closing scene for Romeo and Juliet, and two religious paintings—all modernist
pieces.215
Geisberg, Pankok, and Lechter—each of their histories provides insight into
Catholic artists and curators who matured in Münster during events like the German
unification, the Kulturkampf, and the turn-of-the-century Secession movements. All
three men began their art education in Münster and subsequently studied in other German
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art centers; therefore, at roughly the same time, they intersected the cultural tides that
crisscrossed in the nation‟s capital. Their moves to Berlin are particularly interesting in
light of the Heimatkünstlers’ pervasive motto “Los von Berlin” (“Away from Berlin”),
which conveyed their angst about being dictated to by a national center. Julius August
Langbehn, a prominent figure in the Heimatbewegung, held that “art needs localism and
provincialism,” and a capital jeopardized the framework of German culture, which they
considered to be embedded in the respective Heimats.216 This obvious division between
the capital city and local Heimat centers shows again the manner in which many Germans
saw their pathway to national culture as running through the provincial cultures.
Notwithstanding their connection to Berlin, these men remained deeply embedded
in their Heimat, whether in art, literature, or choice of habitation. Traces of the
Westphalian landscapes surfaced even in the work of Pankok, who, as mentioned above,
frankly disliked most Münster natives and the Catholic Church. Unlike Pankok, Geisberg
and Lechter stayed tied to the Catholic Church even as they openly admired or painted in
aesthetic modernism. Furthermore, both Geisberg and Lechter‟s appreciation of modern
art mingled with their predilection for medieval art and architecture, characteristic of
Münster. In spite of the men‟s divergent paths in religion and artistic tastes, Westphalian
locals more often than not celebrated their three natives. This seemingly supports the
argument that Münster allowed at least a degree of tolerance in terms of cultural, and
therefore religious, traditions and tastes. Or, perhaps Münster simply affected its natives
in the deep manner described by Geisberg: “Münster, the city shackles to itself, and
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consistently retreats itself, to the hearts of all people once they arrived there. How much
greater an extent for those who were born there!"217

The Founding of the Kommission für Heimatschutz
Hippolyte Fierens-Gevaert, a late nineteenth-century Dutch art historian,
explained:
A city is comparable to a living thing, made from the people, enlarged and
embellished through their work, defiled through their misdeeds. It is made
after their image…. Its beauty, its power, its creations can be from the
requirement, to which the ambition explains the pride of its inhabitants. Its
architecture, its artworks, its external physiognomy is consistent with the
longings, with the character of their population. In order to understand the
peculiarity of a city, one must hear beats of its heart.218
This quote embodies the prevailing European view of landscapes, submitted by such
thinkers as Herder, Schiller, Ernst Moritz Arndt, and Wilhelm Heinrich Riehl. They each
fundamentally believed that landscapes, whether natural or built, mirrored the native
population, and after centuries of relationships with humans and vice versa, landscapes
shaped and were shaped by the inhabiting culture. The landscape was not only the
theater for human interaction but also the playwright for human action, and a harmonious
landscape meant a harmonious society. Subscribing to this line of thought, Germans in
the early 1900s felt that the landscape of their Heimat needed to genuinely reflect their
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culture so that, in turn, the landscape could impress upon citizens a culture harmonious
with their Heimat. Furthermore, these local Heimat landscapes added together to stand
for the national landscape, which tangibly demonstrated German strength. 219
In 1904, several Germans decided to make a concerted effort to safeguard the
past, present, and future products of the premier public manifestation of German culture:
the natural and built landscape. Lead by Dresden music professor Ernst Rudorff, they
formed a national organization called the Bund Heimatschutz (League for Homeland
Protection). The Bund Heimatschutz, Rudorff explained, was meant to protect “the entire
physiognomy of the fatherland, as it has developed in the course of centuries and
millennia.”220 The group quickly gained the backing of various public figures—including
architects, city planners, critics, writers, artists, and academics. Lichtwark, Hermann
Muthesius, Friedrich Ratzel, Wilhelm Bölsche, and Heinrich Vogeler ranked among the
supporters. In just under a decade, the Bund Heimatschutz numbered 30,000 members.221
The Bund Heimatschutz condemned the degenerative effects of modern
landscapes—such as the emphasis of make over art, architectural historicism, and
Kleisterkunst (cement art)—and aspired to preserve, renew, and create Heimat
landscapes. Rather than endorsing a pure form of anti-modern sentiment, however, the
Bund Heimatschutz embraced both traditional and modern qualities in its architectural
program, and a new Heimatstil (homeland style) surfaced. They also had no intention of
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shaking off modernity, particularly in regards to industrialization. Like the
aforementioned modernist artists, Heimatschützer endeavored to ameliorate the effects
industrialization had on German aesthetics, nature, and society through practical plans
from inside of modernity, not simply to stand in opposition.222
One means of carrying out reform was by appealing to national legislation; the
“Disfigurement Law” in July 1907 became the Bund Heimatschutz‟s crowning
achievement, as it afforded legitimization to their efforts and prospects of expansion.
Endorsed in most German regions by 1914, the law allowed police to impede any “gross
disfigurement” of local streets, squares, or picturesque sites of nature.223 Legislators also
gave directives for future building designs. The regulation, however, generated obstacles
for the organization. They found difficulty transforming their Heimat ideology into
practice, especially to the magnitude of building projects. Also, both opponents and
some supporters questioned whether forcing Heimatschutz was the appropriate course of
action.224
The Bund Heimatschutz also hoped to instill emotional bonds and ethical
investments in the German landscapes. In ways similar to how museums used local,
regional, and national paintings to link the provincial to the national, the Bund
Heimatschutz adopted this threefold Heimat idea by formulating a national landscape
from local and regional landscapes. Even further, they established Heimatschutz groups
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on each of the three levels, which incorporated different ways of considering Heimat as
well as recruiting increasingly more Germans. The diffusion of the national association to
the local arena speaks to the connection many contemporary Germans saw between
localism and nationalism. The Bund Heimatschutz reveals the concurrent fabrication of
Heimat on the local and national scene.225
Although not formally aligning with the national Bund Heimatschutz until 1915,
the Provinzial-Verein laid the groundwork for a local association, the Kommission für
Heimatschutz, in 1908. The Provinzial-Verein elected seven of its members to lead the
commission: Dr. Hammerschmidt, Landeshauptmann; Albert Ludorff, Königlich Baurat;
Zimmerman, Landesbaurat; Dr. Adolf Schmedding, Geheimen Baurat; Löffken, Direktor
des Bauamts des Westf. Bauernvereins; Ehrenberg; and Brüning.226 Though several of
these men assisted in the materialization of a Heimatschutz in Westphalia, Niehues was
the leading promoter for the commission; he died, however, just prior to the formal
founding of the commission. Of these original seven commissioners and Niehues, the
confessional identities of only Ehrenberg (Jewish) and Niehues and Schmedding (both
Catholic) are certain. Regardless of the other members‟ religious affiliations, the
cooperation of a Jew and Catholics, and possibly Protestants, working towards a secular
aesthetic end is notable in itself. This fact strengthens the argument that the Provinzial-
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Verein, through their branch of the Heimatschutz, managed to again transcend local
confessional differences in the name of cultural projects.227
The Provinzial-Verein articulated specific goals in order to generate a successful
Heimatschutz. They intended to publish pamphlets and yearly reports to encourage the
support and interest of local citizens. In fact, the membership records from 1910 reveal
an increase in the membership of Münsterans by one hundred and fifty people, a number
especially informative when the decade of records prior to the Kommission‟s founding
showed a stagnant or slightly decreasing enrollment. In other words, even the completion
of the Landesmuseum did not provoke such a considerable membership growth. One
may suggest that the architectural project functioned as expected: to be accessible to a
wider audience and thus elicit the involvement of more citizens.228 In addition to sending
out pamphlets, members aspired to influence local aesthetics, an ambition congruent with
the Kommission‟s purpose to boost the effectiveness of both the Provinzial-Verein and
the newly-established Landesmuseum. They wanted to keep Westphalian Heimatkunst
within provincial boundaries, and they also sought to protect the native character of local
architecture. The Kommission‟s overarching goal, however, was to maintain the
singularity of Westphalian culture, in this case the cultural panorama.229
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Falling in line with the “Disfigurement Law” enacted a year earlier, the
Kommission für Heimatschutz asserted its primary mission to be “the test, examination,
and alteration of submitted building designs.”230 The Kommission offered the local
government in Münster both renovation advice and original designs for the city‟s
architecture, and they created a subcommittee to work with existing building inspection
ordinances. Between 1909 and 1910, they erected a Bauberatungsstelle (Building
Advisory Office) in Münster. The Bauberatungsstelle provided consultations with both
architects and building inspector authorities, and it attempted to rescue buildings already
being developed by offering design compromises. The center even formed a list of
places in Münster under consideration for renovation. This list included small and large
apartments, taverns, office buildings, agricultural and industrial plants, and schools.231
As a starting point, the Kommission conducted thorough research by gathering
information—such as photographs and slides—for ideas on aesthetics, and they intended
to present a publication concerning the domestic method of building. One of the earlier
works released on the topic of building designs and civic planning in Münster was Die
Ansichten und Pläne der Stadt Münster (The Views and Plans of the City Münster).
Geisberg authored this 1910 study, which contained plans that dated back to the sixteenth
century, notably the heyday of Gothic and Renaissance art in Münster. The exact
connection of Geisberg‟s book with the Kommission remains unclear. Geisberg
published another four-volume work, Die Stadt Münster, which contained at least two
works co-authored by Albert Ludorff, previously mentioned as one of the seven original
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members of the Kommission. Although the study was not issued until the early 1930s,
the Kommission, still active in Münster, likely had a hand in the publication. The study
extends from the earliest city plans, episcopal residences, and buildings of Münster‟s
Altstadt to the secular buildings as well as noble residences and citizen housing.232
Interestingly, the series of Die Stadt Münster only leads up to the beginning of the
nineteenth century, which is by no mere coincidence the chosen stopping point. In the
last volume, the authors explain that, by offering such a comprehensive examination,
readers are afforded the certainty that what was built by 1725 was dismantled by 1900.
Geisberg lists a number of buildings that he considered to have destroyed the original
harmony of the city‟s landscape. Such buildings included the 1864 Episcopal Museum,
which he identified as a structure disengaged from the built environment of the Domplatz,
as well as the post office, telegraph building, and the reconstruction of a school
building—all built following national unification according to designs made by nonWestphalians.233
On October 26, 1908, the Provinzial-Verein sponsored the lecture “Die Baukunst
der Gegenwart” (“The Architecture of the Present”) given by Bremen‟s Dr. Schaefer. To
explain why many Germans disliked nineteenth-century architecture, Schaefer pointed to
the rapid development of the nation and of industrialization, both of which generated a
“masslose Geschmacksverwilderung” (“unbounded degeneration of taste”) and a
232
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confusion of architectural concepts.234 Architecture was supposed to embody as well as
reflect the power and spirit of an era. Nineteenth-century structures, however, neglected
to present the qualities of the Zeitgeist. Schaefer attributed this negligence to education
in the architectural trade, which had turned into a practice in archaeology; in other words,
architects trained in past cultural styles and techniques rather than procuring artistic
innovations that would denote their own Zeitgeist. In his 1907 study Moderne
Denkmalpflege und die Burg Altena (Modern Preservations of Historical Monuments and
the Altena Castle), Ehrenberg gives an interesting analogy that compliments Schaefer‟s
distaste in nineteenth-century architecture:
In the school, one strikes lads behind the ears if they copy; in the sciences and
literature one intervenes in cases of plagiarism, and in fact severe public
punishments are given if copying takes place; in the fine arts, it is not merely
permitted, but represents the ultimate achievement if foreign property is
stolen.235
Schaefer concluded that contemporary architects needed to come up with novel, artistic
solutions to modern buildings, because new tasks and building materials dictated their
independence from forms in the older styles. Also, by conceiving and practicing new
ideas in architecture, Westphalians had the ability to firmly establish their province‟s
position in the empire.236
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In the lecture “Heimatschutz in Westfalen” on January 5, 1910, Freiherrn von
Kerkerink-Borg presented ideas that spoke directly to Westphalians about the direction of
their own organization of Heimatschutz. Von Kerkerink-Borg, echoing Schaefer and
Ehrenberg, called for locals to counter their “mißhandelten Heimat” (“abused
homeland”), and he pointed to three causes of the distortion.237 First, as the result of lack
of style over time, a “sterile Eklektizismus” (“sterile eclecticism”) sprouted in
Westphalia. Second, he attributed the problem to the shift from apprenticeship to the
technical education of architects, who learned so many styles and, as a result, acquired no
style at all.238 Inadvertently, technical training destroyed native singularity. Third, Von
Kerkerink-Borg indicated the involvement of the masses, who were overly active in
design composition. Their enthusiasm grew to such a height that they interfered with the
artistic conviction of the architects, and the public became the new masters of
architecture.239
Likely, many historians and even German contemporaries may conclude that a
largely-Catholic city such as Münster promoted only traditional architectural aesthetics.
While Westphalians wanted to enliven past architectural styles and create an
understanding of the achievements unique to their province, they also wanted to tie in
their past with current technological and aesthetic achievements. Von Kerkerink-Borg
explained:
Therefore let‟s not think about an error free (exact) imitation of a
historical style—rather, we want to emphasize a modern spirit of the time,
as far as it salvages culture in itself, which brings validity to the design.
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We also do not want to impede the big achievements of our modern
civilization, but to gladly assist them in helping subdue the culture. Above
all this is valid where new crafts seek new forms.240
Therefore, even though Heimatschutz was meant to enhance the local arena and
Westphalian aesthetic achievements, which included facets of a particular traditional
style, the group obviously intended to develop provincial architecture according to
modern advancement. Their architectural program advances the argument that the
Westphalians had no trouble melding the traditional with the modern and still considering
the outcome to be the epitome of their Zeitgeist.241.

Chapter Conclusion
In 1914, the work of the Provinzial-Verein, particularly the costly Heimatschutz,
was interrupted by the advent of the Great War. The annual reports of the Verein from
1914 and 1915 explained that citizens had to resign their full thoughts and efforts to the
larger concern of the war efforts. Beyond this, of the eight men on the Kommission, two
entered the field of battle while two others operated within the German army
headquarters. The involvement of these men in the war seemingly supports the notion
that the leading promoters of Westphalia‟s Heimat considered themselves invested in,
rather than in opposition to, the German nation.242
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The Westphalians‟ accommodation of both local and national sentiment only
grazes the plurality of identities accepted in their collective identity. This plurality
revealed itself in the architecture and collection of the Landesmuseum and in the aesthetic
ideas advocated by the Kommission für Heimatschutz. These cultural manifestations
exhibited paradoxical qualities of localism and nationalism, tradition and modernity, and
spirituality and secularism. The overarching question is how and why Westphalians
embraced such a range of ideas about the shape of their visual culture.
One answer may be that Westphalians proportioned their modernist and Heimat
art to complement local tastes. The argument put forward here, however, is not that
Heimatkunst was the same as modernist art to Westphalians; rather, Heimatkunst was a
modern reaction to modernity in the same manner in which artistic modernism was a
modern reaction to modernity. They shared social, or perhaps contextual, motivation but
not artistic style. Heimatkunst can, however, be viewed as a unit of aesthetic modernism,
if the term keeps to the definition given by Jennifer Jenkins: “a set of artistic responses to
modernization.”243 Therefore, Heimatkunst followed the modern art movement, not the
modern art style, and perhaps allowed locals to come to terms with modernity through the
familiar (traditional, Heimat art) in order to accept the unfamiliar (modernist art), much
like local identity was used to access national identity.
The other recurring mechanism for inclusion of various identities in Westphalia
was landscape, both natural and built. Westphalians invested natural landscapes with
religious and secular sentiments, such as the equation of God with nature and the
emphasis of the natural Heimat. The built landscapes served a similar purpose: they
243
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framed, housed, and molded religious as well as secular life-styles. The dual nature of
landscapes epitomized the Westphalian identity, and the accessibility and readability of
landscapes—whether illustrated in paintings or renovated with architecture—to
individuals from any background made it the ideal hub for cultural discourse, innovation,
and identification. The argument for landscape as an intermediary becomes more credible
when taking in to account the use of European landscape paintings as the vanguard for
modernist art during the 1880s and 1890s.244
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Conclusion
In the mid-1880s, Alfred Lichtwark ignited an art education movement in
Hamburg, which developed into a social reform movement and spread to other German
cities. Drawing on a long line of German intellectuals, Lichtwark and the movement‟s
adherents sought to use the principles of Bildung—“education, cultivation, and
improvement”—as a means to grow and shape a liberal society.245 By molding the
movement to fit to his city‟s social and cultural particularities, Lichtwark believed he
could draw in Hamburg‟s citizens and subsequently cultivate their local identity and
community. He orchestrated the movement with various instruments, such as hosting
musical performances and public lectures, establishing a public library, and publishing
literature about Hamburg. His foremost projects, however, were a public museum, a
permanent house for his movement, and an architectural environment compatible with the
city. As constructions accessible to the public, Lichtwark believed museums and
architecture to be ideal venues for Volksbildung (people‟s education).246
Lichtwark‟s efforts in Hamburg provide a perfect comparison to the efforts of
Münster recounted in this thesis. The cultural projects in Münster and Hamburg diverged
in terms of time and content. Formal measures for cultural edification in Münster
appeared nearly a decade before those in Hamburg. Interestingly, Hamburg, not Münster,
explicitly strove for a “liberal culture,” held to be the embodiment of modernness and
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progress.247 Yet it was Münster, the city brimming with Catholics and conservatives
working alongside Protestants and liberals, that began these cultural and, most
importantly, secular initiatives first. Also notable is that Münster‟s endeavors directly
followed national unification and surfaced in the midst of the Kulturkampf, which, as
mentioned in Chapter One, assumed a particularly sharp nature in Westphalia.
Hamburg‟s began only after the confessional flames dimmed in Germany.248
Furthermore, the movements in Münster and Hamburg differed in content. Each used
their own brand of Heimatstil, a style explained in Chapter Two as having artistic and
contextual qualities necessarily rooted in locality. Lichtwark also set up Hamburg‟s
movement to accomplish his ultimate objective: to propagate modern art. The directors
in Münster, on the other hand, refrained from directly naming the promotion of modern
art as their larger goal; instead, they continued to esteem traditional and modern art
alike.249
While cultural undertakings in Münster and Hamburg differed somewhat in
content, they were extremely similar in form. Both extolled Bildung and its social
influence via culture, and both exploited similar types of community forums—such as
associations, lectures, and publications—to negotiate the ideal contours of Bildung for
their own communities. Both elevated their local artists, and both considered a public
museum and the city‟s built landscape to be the ultimate means of molding Bildung and
instilling it into local citizens. Westphalians, therefore, were not alone in their use of civil
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society and visual culture to establish communal identity; the scheme was a German
phenomenon. Cultural movers in Münster and Hamburg, and the rest of Germany for
that matter, approached collective identity in a different way, but they aimed to reach the
same destinations: the Bildung of locals and the bridge from local to national identity.
In Westphalia, local cultural leaders combined traditional architectural forms with
modern aesthetic and technological innovations to create their own kind of modern
Heimat architecture. They paralleled these adjustments in their museum by displaying
traditional artworks alongside modernist paintings. The apex of this duality existed in the
Provinzial-Verein itself: in the inclusion of Catholics and Protestants and the relationship
of localism and nationalism.
The paradoxical nature of Westphalian identity, as illuminated in this thesis,
formed in step with the rest of modern Germany, and Westphalians merely paved a
unique way, which paralleled the peculiar paths of other German areas like Hamburg,
towards modernity. Likewise, German modernism reflected a propensity for “alternative
route[s]” and assumed a chameleonic nature dependent on such factors as demography,
location, and confessional identity.250 Modernism was fine-tuned in the German
provinces to provide distinct, accessible responses to modernity. As a result, the
argument is not that Westphalians‟ course through modernization should be seen as the
anomaly in late nineteenth-century Germany. This work, instead, contends that
Westphalians forged a peculiar and colorful collective identity in the face of modernity,
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and this was achieved primarily through visual culture, a medium useful to most
individuals regardless of political, social, or cultural identity.
Most provocatively, the case study of Münster negates the sweeping statements
concerning Catholic exceptionalism in late nineteenth-century German cultural histories.
It also liberates these Catholics from the margins of studies concerning secular and
professedly liberal movements. The Westphalian Catholics‟ deep involvement with the
Provinzial-Verein, and subsequently the Landesmuseum and the Kommission für
Heimatschutz, reveal their willingness to participate in local secular society. Professor
Dr. Bernhard Niehues, Domkapitular Tibus, Künstler Melchior Lechter, and
Museumdirektor Max Geisberg exemplify Catholic participation. Whether directly, on
building committees and through architectural commissions, or indirectly, in literature
and paintings, they helped to fashion the cultural and natural landscape of their Heimat,
which was a local vehicle for moving towards a national German identity. Therefore,
these Catholics, like Westphalians in general, appear neither anti-modern nor antinationalist, as their identities—like their society, their museum, and their architecture—
simply comprised a combination of elements: Catholic and secular, traditional and
modern, local and national.
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